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“ So I said,
Let them eat cake

“ Now
you’re
talkin!”

f EL SALVADOR!

Sundays will never
be the same.

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
$3.50
Huevos Rancheros
Huevos Con Chorizo
Chili Relleno
Fried Eggs - Any Style
Omelets - Mushroom
- Spanish
- Cheese
Breakfasts include Fried Potatoes, Beans,
Juice, choice of beverage, Toast or Tortillas.
Served 6:30 to 11:00 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
8:00 to 11:00 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

4343 S.E . Hawthorne
234-0137

Armand & Dixie
404 SW 10th Portland

224-9028

Catering Specialists

Watch for the opening
of Portland’s first
wine bar
4:30 p.m.—8:30 p.m.

ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
MEATS & CHEESES
IMPORTED CANDIES
PASTRIES
FRESH COFFEE
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-9, Sat. 10-6
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Brunch is Served
from 10AM 'til 2PM
1425 N.W. Glisan, Portland
224-5597
.
Reservations gladly accepted
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STRACHAN FOR CITY COUNCIL; CAWTHORNE, NEWHALL. AHO BAUMAN
FOR SCHOOL BOARD
WHEN election day rolls around we usually head straight for our while
failing to recognize the coming financial crunch. With the ap
favorite watering hole and try to wash away the bitter taste left from
pointments of Herb Cawthorne and Sarah Newhall, the leadership of
choosing the lesser of two evils. So it is a delight to report that on
March 31, Portlanders will have an opportunity to vote for quality
candidates—Margaret Strachan, Sarah Newhall, Herb Cawthorne
and Rick Bauman.
Rarely has a city council candidate attracted such diverse and en
thusiastic support as Margaret Strachan. From neighborhood leaders
to car park attendants, Strachan is garnering the backing necessary to
address the difficult challenges that lie ahead.

F

OR many years the powers-that-be allowed the Portland school
system to maintain a mediocre and racially imbalanced program

our schools took a fresh turn. For the first time in the city’s history
the board was dominated by a group that did not represent the Port
land legal and business establishment. This meant that children of all
races and classes had a shot at better educational opportunities.
Now the corporate business community, arrogantly calling itself
the “ Committee for Good School Board Candidates,” is advancing
people to run agains Sarah Newhall and for retiring Wally Priestley’s
seat in hopes of regaining their influence. To meet this challenge and
maintain community control of our schools, we urge you to vote to
retain Sarah Newhall and Herb Cawthorne, and to add our outstand
ing State Representative, Rick Bauman, to the Board as well.

EDITORIAL
experiencing what Reagan describes
ONALD REAGAN’S political
as the worst economic mess since the
positions have always been
great depression, the number of peo
marked by simplistic slogans and
ple eligible for aid will be reduced
catchy homilies. Now the new admin
(as will the amount of assistance
istration’s effort to turn back almost
received).
fifty years of social welfare legisla
Who are these “ truly needy” reci
tion under the rubric of budget bal
ancing has been accompanied by ano
pients of governmental largesse? You
might suppose that they represent the
ther skillful turn of phrase—The
poorest segment of our society; but
“ truly needy,” we are told, will not
be harmed.
you would be missing the real point
of the neo-conservative view of the
The concept of the “ truly needy”
welfare system. Need may be a pre
has both a deceptive simplicity and a
requisite of assistance, but it is not
careful ambiguity. It is designed to
the crucial measure. Aid is to be
assure us that the government will
provided only to the worthy poor,
continue to extend our collective
deserving objects of charity who are
social generosity to those who are
unable to work and poor through no
genuinely in need. At the same time,
fault of their own: the halt, the blind
it suggests a new threshold test for
and the lame. The worthy poor used
assistance: it is no longer enough
to include widows and orphans as
to be simply needy; recipients must be
well, but the Aid to Families with
particularly needy. These are hard
Dependent Children (AFDC) pro
times and all of us—particularly the
gram is now seen as overpopulated
poor—must tighten our belts in the
with single women and illegitimate
noble struggle to balance the federal
children. This group will no longer
budget. Despite the fact that we are

R

economically inadequate, and diffi
cult and unpleasant to obtain. Wel
fare policy can be seen as a balancing
act in response to economic condi
tions: benefits must be more available
when thought necessary to forestall
HILE this moralistic position
civil unrest, but they should not be so
provides a convenient ration
available as to interfere with the free
alization as well as an easy target
market availability of low-wage la
for the frustrations of an increasing
bor.
ly disenchanted middle class faced
The most galling feature of the
with a shrinking economic pie, it is
cuts is the mock fiscal piety which
not a real explanation of the adminis
accompanies the budget cutting pro
tration’s welfare policies. The under
cess. As usual, the real issue is whose
lying dynamic of the welfare system
ox is being gored. It is impossible
serves to assure that an adequate pool
to maintain the illusion of fiscal
of low-wage workers remains availa
sanity while we stuff additional bil
ble for an economy which considers
lions of dollars down the throat of an
labor simply another cost of doing
already bloated military establish
business.
ment and continue to extend govern
Providing adequate subsistence
mental gratuities to the not-so-poor
benefits to all in need would have an
segments of our society in the form
unacceptable inflationary effect on
of tax credits, grants, incentives,
the lowest wages in our society. So
subsidies and the like. Whatever its
it becomes important for welfare
form or rationale, welfare for the
benefits to be selectively available,
■
rich is still welfare.
be counted among the truly needy.
The administration will attempt to re
strict this category of assistance and
subject its recipients to stringent work
requirements.

W
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RLY on the morning of her forty-second birthday, Thelma Vole stood naked
in the closet where
her four MALE robots hung, and debated which one to
pack for her trip to
the Bureau convention. Boss Vole, as
she was known in the office, had nev
er been a beaming rodeo queen, but
at that moment her two hundred and
thirty pounds heaved with blue veined
menace. A knot of dull anger sat in
her heavy jaw and rippled with her
thoughts. She hated business trips.
She hated hotels. She hated the
youngsters who were her peers in the
Bureau, fifteen years her junior and
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far less experienced. More than any
thing else she hated having to go to a
meeting on the weekend of her birthShe considered whether in her pres
ent mood it might not be best to take
the Wimp along. She reached into the
folds of the robot’s deflated crotch
and pinched the reinforced tubing
that became an erect penis when the
Wimp was switched on and opera
tional. The pressure of her plump
fingers on the skillfully simulated
skin gave her a vivid satisfaction. She
picked up one of the dangling legs,
stretched the skin of its calf across her
lower teeth and bit down deliberately.
The anger in her jaw clamped on the
Near-Flesh. If the Wimp had been ac
tivated, the force of her bite would
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have produced a convincing blue
bruise that disappeared only after de
flation. Thelma had treated herself to
the Wimp on an earlier birthday, her
thirty-sixth to be precise, when she
was faced with more and more expen
sive repair bills on her two other
MALES. The Wimp, when inflated,
was a thin, meek-faced, and very
young man, definitely the least pre
possessing of Thelma’s robots. But he
had been designed for Extreme Sadis
tic use, far beyond that which Thelma
put him to even in her worst whiskey
tempers. She had saved the Wimp’s
purchase price several times over in
repair bills. And his Groveling pro
gram and Pleading tapes gave her a
unique and irreplaceable pleasure.
Still, she did not want to celebrate
Illustration by Shannon Mayfield

her birthday in the frame of mind
that required the Wimp. It was Thel
ma’s custom to save up her libidinous
energy for several days before a birth
day and engage in unusual lengths
and indulgences with her robots.
While these Bureau meetings oc
curred twice and sometimes three
times a year, it was the first time
Thelma could remember having to
travel on her birthday.
Thelma always took one of her
MALES along on these trips, usually
Lips or Bluto. She was far too fastidi
ous to rent one of the robots provided
in hotels. Cleanliness concerned her,
but there was also a nervousness
about what might happen with a ro
bot that had not been programmed to
her own specifications. There were

terrible stories, rumors mostly, and
probably all lies, but s till... .Thelma
rearranged the Wimp on his hook so
that he hung tidily, and reached up to
rub her forearm across the mouth of
the robot on the adjacent hook. Lips.
Her first robot. She had saved for
two years to buy him seventeen years
ago. He was old now, outmoded,
spectacularly primitive compared to
the newer models. He had no variety,
his voice tape was monotonous and
repetitive. Even his body was relative
ly crude. The fingers were suggested
by indentations in fin-like hands, the
toes merely drawn, and his non-powered penis stayed hard, was in fact a
solid rod of rubber like an antique
dildo. Lips’ attraction, of course, was
his Vibrator mouth. His limbs moved

stiffly, but his mouth was incredibly
tender and voracious. She felt senti
mental about Lips. She felt safe with
him. She brought him out when she
felt vulnerable and weepy. She liked
to use him as a warm-up to Bluto.
Bluto was the Muscle MALE, a so
phisticated instrument that could pick
her up and carry her to the shower or
the bed or the kitchen table and make
her feel (w ithin carefully p ro 
grammed limits) quite small and help
less. The throttle key on the nape of
his neck was handy to her fingers and
the power of Bluto’s mechanism was
such that Thelma had never dared to
use his full range.
Of course, this was Bluto II. Bluto
I was the frequently damaged and fi
nally irreparable cause of Thelma
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having to purchase the Wimp. Some
thing about the big Muscle robot
made her want to deactivate him and
then stick sharp objects into his vital
machinery. Bluto scared Thelma just
a bit. She always made sure she could
reach his off switch. She even bought
the expensive remote control bulb to
keep in her teeth while he was opera
tional. Still there were times when she
had to admit to herself that he was
actually about as dangerous as a sofa.
It was his Tough-Talk tape that kept
the fantasy alive. His rough voice
muttering, “ C ’mere slut, roll over,
bitch,” and the like could, usually
trigger some excitement even when
she was tense and tired from work.
She rubbed luxuriously against the
smooth folds of Bluto’s deflated
form where it hung against the wall.
She didn’t look at the deflated body
on the fourth hook. She didn’t glance
toward the corner where the small
console sat on the floor with its cord
plugged into the power outlet.
The console was roughly the shape
and size of a human head sitting di
rectly, necklessly, on shoulders. A
single green light glowed behind the
steel mesh in the top of the console.
She knew the Brain was watching her,
wanting her to flip his activation
switch. She deliberately slid her broad
rump up and down against the
smooth Near-Flesh of the Bluto
MALE. The corner of her eye regis
tered a faint waver in the intensity of
the green light. She looked directly at
the Brain. The green light began to
blink on and off rapidly. Thelma
turned her back on the Brain and
sauntered out of the closet. She
crossed to the full-length mirror on
the bedroom door and stood looking
at herself, seeing the green reflection
of the Brain’s light from the open
closet. She stretched her heavy body,
stroking her breasts and flanks. The
green light continued to blink.
“ I think just for once I won’t take
any of these along on the trip.” The
green light went out for the space of
two heartbeats. Thelma nearly smiled
at herself in the mirror. The green
flashing resumed at a greater speed.
‘‘Yes,” Thelma announced coyly to
her mirror, “ it’s time I tried some
thing new. I haven’t shopped for new
styles in ages. There have probably
been all sorts of developments since I
last looked at a catalogue. I’ll just
rent a couple of late models from the
hotel and have a little novelty for my
birthday.” The green light in the clos
et seemed to become very bright for
an instant and then it stopped. Went
out. It appeared again steady, dim,
no longer flashing.
When Thelma had finished encas
ing her bulges in the severe business
clothes that buttressed her image as a
hard-nosed Bureau manager, she
strode into the closet and flipped a

Thelma flopped onto the bed, kicked
off her heavy shoes and reached for
the communiphone. She asked for a
bottle of Irish whiskey and a bucket
of ice. Hesitantly, after pausing so
long that the room-service computer
asked whether she was still on the
line, she also asked for a Stimulus
Catalogue.
She poured a drink immediately
but she didn’t pick up the glossy cat
alogue. The liquor numbed her jittery
irritation and allowed her to lie still,
staring at the ceiling. The Brain was
right. She was afraid. She was lonely
for him. All her life she had been
lonely for him. When she first landed
her G-6 rating she realized that she
might as well devote herself to the
Bureau since nothing else seemed a
likely receptacle for her ponderous
attentions. It was then that she jet
OSS VOLE strode off the
tisoned the one human she had ever
had any affection for. He was a shy
elevator as soon as it
and exaggeratedly courteous little
opened and was halfway
man, a G-4, who had professed to see
down the line of work
her youthful bulk as cuddly, her lack
modules before the young
of humor as admirable seriousness.
man at the reception desk
She had been hesitant. Displays of af
could alert the staff by
fection for Thelma had always meant
pressing the intercom buzthat someone was out to use her. He
zer. The Vole always made
was
a last skulking round of the office
bepersistent, however, and she al
lowed herself to entertain certain fan
fore these business trips. She claimed
tasies. But one day, as she stood with
it was to pick up last-minute papers,
her clean new G-6 rating card in her
but everyone knew she was there to
hand, and listened to him invite her to
inject a parting dose of her poisonous
dinner as he had done so many times
presence, enought venom to goad
before, Thelma looked at her admirer
them until her return. Lenna Jordan
and recognized him for what he was:
had been the Vole’s assistant too long
a manipulator and an opportunist.
to be caught by her raiding tactics.
She slammed the door convincingly in
She felt the wave of tension slide
his injured face and resolved never to
through the office in the silenced
be fooled again by such treacle she
voices, the suddenly steady hum of
machines, and the piercing “ Yes,
nanigans.
M a’am!” as the Vole pounced on an
She had begun saving for Lips.
idling clerk. With a quickly hidden
And Lips had been good for her. The
grin, Jordan pushed the bowl of
long silence after she left the office
candy closer to the edge of the desk
each day had been broken at last, if
where the Vole usually leaned while
only by the mechanical and repetitive
harassing her, and went back to her
messages of the simple robot’s speech
reports.
tape. She had bought Bluto on the
She heard a quick tread and felt the
bravado of her promotion to G-7 and
sweat filming her upper lip. Boss Vole
office manager. Bluto had thrilled
hated her. Jordan was next in line for
her. His deliberately crude and pow
promotion. Her future was obvious,
erful bluntness had created an new
a whole district within five years.
identity in her, the secret dependency
Boss Vole would stay on here in the
of the bedroom. But she was still
same job she had held for the past
lonely. There were the rages, fits of
decade. The Vole had been ambitious
destructiveness once she had turned
but humorless. Her rigid dedication
the robot off. She had never dared to
to routine had paralyzed her career.
do him any damage when his power
She grew meaner every year, and
was on. There had been the strange
more bitter. Jordan could see her
trips to the repairman, awkward lies
now, thumping a desk with her big
in explanation of the damage. Not
soft knuckles and hissing into the face
that the repairman asked for explana
of the gulping programmer she had
tions. He shrugged and watched her
caught in some petty error.
chins wobble as she spoke. He took in
When the Vole finally reached Jor
her thick legs and the sweating rolls
dan’s desk she seemed mildly distract
over her girdle, and repaired Bluto I
ed. Jordan watched the big woman’s
until repairs would no longer suffice.
rumpled features creasing and flexing
On the humiliating day when the re
around the chunks of candy as they
pairman informed her cooly that
discussed the work schedule. Boss
Bluto was “ Totaled,” she had stared
Vole was anxious to leave, abbreviat

to a cautious blip on the screen.
“ W ell, I ’ll be back in three
d a y s . . . . ” She reached for the
switch.
“ Happy birthday,” said the con
sole as its colors faded into the dim
green.

B

acceptable. Thelma’s heart kindled at
the possibilities.
She found the preliminary testing
and analysis infuriating but endured
it doggedly. “ Think of this as old-fa
shioned Computer Dating,” the tech
nicians said. They coaxed her through
brain scans, and hours of interviews
that covered her drab childhood, her
motives for chronic over-eating, her
taste in art, games, textures, tones of
voice, and a thousand seemingly un
connected details. They boggled only
briefly at programming an expensive
console to play Chinese Checkers. It
took three months of preparation.
Thelma talked more to the interview
ers, technicians and data banks
than she had ever talked in her life.
She decided several times not to go
through with it. She was worn raw
and a little frightened by the process.
For several days after the Brain was
delivered she did not turn it on, but
left it storing power from the outlet,
its green light depicting an internal
consciousness that could not be ex
pressed unless she flicked the switch.
Then one day, just home from work,
still in her bastion of official clothing,
she rolled the console out of the closet
and sat down in front of it.
The screen flashed to red when she
touched the switch. “ I’ve been wait
ing for you,” said the Brain. The
voice was as low as Bluto’s but the
diction was better. They talked. Thel
ma forgot to eat.
The Brain was constantly receiving
as well as sending, totally voice oper
ated. When she got up for a drink she
called from the kitchen to ask if it
wanted something and the console
laughed with her when she realized
what she had done. They talked all
night. The Brain knew her entire life
and asked questions. It possessed
judgment, data, and memory, but no
experience. Its only interest was Thel
ma. When she left for work the next
morning she said goodbye before she
switched the console back to green.
Every night after work she would
hurry into the bedroom, switch on the
Brain and say hello. She had gone to
the theatre occasionally, sitting alone,
cynically in the balcony. She went no
more. Her weekends had driven her
out for walks through the streets.
Now she shopped as quickly as possi
ble in order to return to the Brain.
She kept him turned on all the time
when she was home. She made notes
at work to remind her of things to ask
the Brain. They had been together for
several months when the Brain re
minded her that his life was complete
ly determined and defined by her.
She felt humbled. She never used the
other males now. She had forgotten
them, was embarrassed to see them
hanging in the same closet where the
console rested during the day.

NEARFLESH

switch on the base of the Brain con
sole. The mesh face glowed with con
trasting colored light, moving in
rhythmic sheets across the screen. A
male voice said, “ Be sure to take
some antiseptic lubricant along.” The
tone was gently sarcastic. Thelma
chuckled. “ Don’t worry about me.
I’ll take an antibiotic and I won’t sit
down on the toilets.”
“ You know you would rather have
me along.” The console’s voice was
clear, unemotional. A thin band of
red pulsed across the mesh screen.
“ Oh, a little variety is good for me.
I tend to get into ruts.” Thelma’s co
quettish manner felt odd to her in her
business suit, grating. She was accus
tomed to being naked when she
talked to the Brain. “ It’s too bad,”
she murmured spitefully, “ that I have
to leave you plugged in. It’s such a
waste of power while I’m aw ay .. . . ”
She watched the waves of color slow
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ing her usual jeers and threats in her
hurry. When the Vole grabbed a final
fistful of candy and stumped out past
the bent necks of the silently working
staff, Jordan noticed that she carried
only one small suitcase. Where was
her square night case? Jordan had
never seen the Vole leave for a trip
without her robot carrier. A quirk of
cynicism caught the corner of her
mouth. “ Has the Vole gone and
found herself a human lover?” That
notion kept Jordan entertained for
the next three days.
By the time Thelma Vole closed the
door on the Hotel Bellman and
checked out the conveniences, she
had assured herself that in most re
spects this trip would be like all the
others, lonely and embarrassing. The
other office managers at the conven
tion had been skipping rope and
climbing trees when she came to her
first convention as an office manager.

into her bathroom mirror in shamed
puzzlement. It had taken three years
to pay for Bluto II and the Wimp.
And still she was a G-7. Still she sat in
the same office sniping and nagging
at a staff that changed around her,
moving up and on, past her, hating
her. They never spoke to her willing
ly. There was, occasionally, some
boot-licker new to the office, who
tried to shine up to her with chatter in
the cafeteria, but she could smell it
coming and took special delight in
smashing the hopes of any who tried
it. She visited no one. No one ever
came to her door.
Then she overheard a conversation
on the bus about the new Companion
consoles. They could be programmed
to play games, chat intelligently on
any subject, and through a clever
technological breakthrough, they
could simulate affection in whatever
form their owner found it most easily

HE COULD not remember
when she conceived a long
ing for the Brain to have a
body. Perhaps the Brain
, himself had actually voiced
i the idea first. She did re' member, tenderly, a mo.. ment in which the low
? voice had first said that he
loved her. “ I am not lucky. They con
structed me with a capacity to love
but not to demonstrate love. What is
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there about a strong feeling that
wishes to be known and shown? They
give me this awareness of a possible
ecstasy, just enough to make me long
for it, to sent my energy levels soaring
at it, but no tools to implement it. I
think I would know how to give you
great pleasure. And I will never be
content with myself because I can
never touch you in that way.”
She took the Brain into the kitchen
with her when she cooked, and the
Brain searched his data banks for
delicate variations on her favorite re
cipes and related them to her, prais
ing her as she ate—taking pride in in
creasing her pleasure in food.
The Brain had taken responsibility
for her finances from the beginning,
taking in the bills and communicating
with the bank computer to arrange
payments and Thelma’s supply of
cash.
Thelma had never fallen into what
she considered the vulgar practice of
taking her robots out with her to pub
lic places. She snubbed the neighbor
down the hall who took his expensive
FEMALE dancing and for walks even
though her conversation was limited
to a rudimentary Bedroom Praise
tape. Thelma had never been interest
ed in the social clubs for robot lovers,
those dark popular cellars where hu
mans displayed their plastic posses
sions in a boiling confusion of pride
in their expense, technical talk about
capacities and programming, and bi
zarre jealousies. She read the ac
counts of robot swapping, deliberate
theft, and the occasional strangely
motivated murder, with the same
scorn that she passed on most aspects
of social life.
Still, one night, three inches into a
pint of whiskey, she had reached out
to stroke the console’s screen and
whispered, “ I wish you had a body.”
The Brain took only seconds to in
form her that such a thing was possi
ble, that he, the Brain, longed for ex
actly that so that he could service her
pleasure in every way, and after an in
stant’s computation, told her that in
fact her credit was in sufficient stand
ing to finance the project.
They rushed into it. Thelma spent
days examining catalogues for the
perfect body. The Brain said he want
ed her to please herself totally and
took no part in delineating his future
form. Then there came an agonizing
month in which Thelma was alone,
nearly berserk with emptiness. The
Brain had gone back to the factory to
be attuned with his body. She stayed
home from work the day he was de
livered. The crate arrived. She took
the console out first, plugged him in
immediately, nearly cried with excite
ment at his eager voice. Following his
instructions, she inflated and activat
ed the strong MALE body and
pressed the key at the back of its neck

that completed the circuit and al
lowed the console’s intelligence to in
habit and control it. In a shock of be
wilderment and fear, Thelma looked
into the eyes of the Brain. His hand
lifted to her hair and stroked her face.
The Brain was thick chested, muscu
lar, with a face stamped by compas
sionate experience. His features were
eerily mobile, expressing emotions
she was accustomed to interpret from
colored lights on the console’s screen.
His body was covered with a fine
down of curling hair. As his arms
reached around her she felt the
warmth of his body, another sophisti
cated development in circuitry that
maintained the robot’s surface at hu
man body temperature. He was too
human. She felt his penis rising
against her belly. He spoke. “ Thel
ma, I have waited so long for this. I
love you.” The deep, slow wave of
his voice moved through her body.

The vibration reached her inner cor
tex and suffered a slight but sudden
change. Thelma screamed.

HELMA had always known
what a mess she was, how
■totally undesirable. What
sane thing could love her?
What did he want? Of
course, she th o u g h t....
The console was ambitious
...................... for the power of
s S w S S plete body. It was
her now. The factory had
concept
as an send
intricate
sales back.
tech
But sheindidn’t
the body
nique.
She
felt
humiliated,
sickened
She hung it in the closet next to Bluto.
by
ownthe
foolishness.
Thethe
body
had
Sheher
rolled
console into
corner
to
goto
back.
next
the outlet and kept it plugged
in. Occasionally she would switch it
on and exchange a few remarks with
it. She took to leaving the closet door
open while she brought out Lips or
the Wimp or Bluto, or sometimes all
three, to entertain her on the bed in
full view of the console’s green glow
ing screen. She took an intense plea
sure in knowing that the Brain was
completely aware of what she did
with the other robots. She rarely
brought the Brain out, even to play a
game. She never activated his body.
So she lay on the hotel bed with the
Stimulus Catalogue beside her. It
had been months since she had been
able to talk to the Brain. She was sick
with loneliness. It was really his fault.
It had been his idea to get a body. He
hadn’t been content but had coaxed
and tricked her into an insane expense
for a project that could only be dis
gusting to her. He should have known
her better than that. She hated him.
He should be with her now to com
fort her.
And it was her birthday. She al
lowed a few tears to sting their way
out past her nose. She poured another
drink and opened the catalogue. It
would serve the Brain right if she got
a venereal disease from one of these
hotel robots.

T

N HER return trip, Thel
ma left her car at the air
port and took a cab home.
She was too drunk to drive.
The final banquet had been
the proverbial crowning
blow, She was at the last
table at the end of the
room and the girl across
the table, a new office manager, with
her G-7 insignia shining new on her
collar, was the daughter of a woman

who had started with the Bureau in
the same training class with Thelma.
Thelma drank a lot and ate nothing.
Her birthday celebration the night be
fore had been pathetic, too. Thelma
had the cab driver stop at a liquor
store before he dropped her off.
She put her suitcase down just in
side the door and kicked off her
shoes. With her coat still on and her
purse looped over her arm, she called
coyly, “ Did you have a good week
end?” She ambled into the bedroom
and stood in front of the open closet
looking at the green glow. She raised
the bottle to the console in salute and
took a slug. Then she set about shed
ding her clothes. She was down to
half her underwear when she felt the
need to sit down. She slid to the floor
in front of the closet door. “ Well, I
had a splendid w eekend.” She
smiled. “ I’ve been such a fool not to
try those hotel robots before.”
She began to laugh and roll back
and forth on the carpet. “ Best birth
day I ever had, Brain.” She peeked at
the green glow. It was steady and very
bright. “ Why don’t you say some
thing, Brain?” she frowned. “ Ooh, I
a comforgot,” and she crawled into the
clearcloset
to and lay down in front of the
builtconsole.
the
She reached out a plump lit
tle finger and flicked the activation
switch. The screen came up dark red
and solid.
“ Welcome back, Thelma,” said
the Brain. Its voice was dull and life
less.
“ Let me tell you, Brain, I could
have had a lot of amazing experiences
for the money I wasted on you. And
you have no trade-in value. You’re
tailored too specifically for me.
They’d just junk you.” Thelma gig
gled. The screen was oscillating with
an odd spark of colorless light in the
red.
“ Please, Thelma. Remember that I
am sensitive to pain when you are its
source.”
Thelma heaved herself onto her
back and stretched. “ Oh, I remem
ber. It’s on page two of the Owner’s
M anual.. .along with a lot of other
crap. Like what a perfect friend you
are, and what a great lover your body
combo is.” Thelma lifted her leg and
ran the toes of one thick foot up the
flattened legs of the Lips robot.
“ Does it hurt you to see me do this
with another robot, Brain?” The
screen of the console was nearly
white, almost too bright to look at.
“ Yes, Thelma.”
Thelma gave the penis a final flick
with her toes and dropped her leg. “ I
ought to sue the company for false
advertising,” she m uttered. She
rolled over and blinked at the glaring
screen of the console. “ The only
thing you’re good for is paying the
bills like a D O M E S T IC ...” She
snorted at a sudden idea. “ A

DOMESTIC! That’s what! You can
mix my drinks and do the laundry
and cleaning with that high-priced
body! You can even cook! You know
all the recipes. You might as well;
you’re never going to do me any good
otherwise!” She hiked her hips into
the air and, puffing for breath, began
peeling off her corset.
The Brain’s voice came to her in a
strange vibrato, “ Please, I am a
MALE, Thelma.” She tossed the
sweat-damp garment at the console
and flopped back, rubbing at the
ridges it had left in her flesh. “ Fettuccini Alfredo, a BIG plate of it.
Cook it now while I play with Bluto.
Serve it to me in bed when I’m fin
ished. Come on, I’ll be in debt for
years to pay off this body of yours.
Let’s see if it can earn its keep around
here.” She reached out and hit the re
mote switch. The girdle had fallen
across the screen and the white light

pulsed through the web fabric. A stir
ring in the deflated body on the last
hook made her look up. The flattened
Near-Flesh was swelling, taking on its
full heavy form. She watched, fascin
ated. The Brain’s body lifted its left
arm and freed itself from the hook. It
stood up and its feet changed shape as
they accepted the weight of the metal
and plastic body. The lighted eyes of
the Brain’s face looked down at her.
The good handsome face held a look
of sadness. “ Thelma, I love you. You
should have tried to understand what
that means.”

ENNA Jordan fingered the
new G-7 insignia clipped to
The workman
at the
slid aside
her lapel
anddoor
watched
the
and a largeworkman
woman slouched
the
install herinto
name
cubicle. Grinsen,
the massively
shoul
plate where
the Vole’s
dered drabnameplate
they had had
elevated
to be
been for
so
Jordan’s assistant.
Jordan
stepped
m any years. She was
forward,........................
extendingstunned
her hand.
Con
by “her
luck. G-7,
gratulations,
I hope
and Grinsen.
a year earlier
than you
she
aren’t upset
the circumstances.”
hadby
expected.
The dour young woman dropped
Jordan’s hand quickly and let her
heavy fingers stray to the new insignia
pinned to her own suit. She blinked at
Jordan through thick visi-lenses.
“ Did you watch the news this morn
ing, Lenna? They interviewed Meyer
from Bureau Central. He said Boss
Vole was a loner and despondent over
her lack of promotion.”
The workman’s cheerful face came
around the edge of the door. “ The
boys in the program pool claim she
got a look at herself in the mirror by
accident and dove for a window.”
Jordan inhaled slowly. “ You’ll
want to move into my old desk and
check the procedure manuals, Grin
sen.”
Grinsen plucked a candy from the
bowl on the desk and leaned forward.
“ Try to catch the news tonight, Len
na. They’ve got footage of how they
found her. She’s just a big pale thing
in a smeared tangle on the pave
ment.” The large hand swung up to
pop the candy into her mouth. “ They
said the impact was so great that it’s
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almost impossible to separate her re
mains from what’s left of the robot.”
Grinsen reached across the desk for
another candy. “ That robot was a
Super-Companion, according to the
news. Boss Vole must have been in
debt past her ears for an expensive
model like th at.”
Jordan reached for a stack of pro
gram cards. “ We’d better start look
ing over the schedule, Grinsen.” Jor
dan handed her the cards and reached
for another stack.
Grinsen tapped her cards dreamily
on the desk. “ Why would such a
magnificent machine destroy itself
trying to save a vicious old bat like
the Vole?”
Jordan slid the candy bowl from
beneath Grinsen’s hand and carefully
dumped the last of Boss Vole’s favor
ite caramels into the wastebasket.
“ Because it loved her, Grinsen, that’s
what it was programmed for. ”
•
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That Grand
Wildsound of

Betty carter«DexterGordon
By Lynn Darroch
They ate voraciously
as Dean, sandwich in
hand, stood bowed
and jumping before
the big phonograph,
listening to a wild
bop record I had just
bought called "The
Hunt,” w ith Dexter
Gordon and Wardell
Gray blowing their

tops before a
screaming audience
th a t gave the record
fantastic frenzied
volum e...
Jack Kerouac, On The Road

M

ONDAY night, January 19,
1981, mid-winter in Portland,
Oregon. On stage at the Portland
Center for the Visual Arts was THE

Dexter Gordon, LTD (Long Tall
Dexter is 6'5"), from Los Angeles,
California, New York City and Co
penhagen, Denmark. Hipster,
hopper, successor to the
late Lester Young, at fifty
eight years of age Dexter
Gordon has been perform
ing professionally for forty
years and is the most famous
tenor player in the world to
day. He announces the first
tune in a rumbling baritone: “ This
number is about a girl who was sur
rounded by men, but whose heart be
longed to only one. Her heart be
longed to ‘Tangerine.’ ”
Drummer Eddie Gladden kicks
in with pianist Kird Lightsey, and
young bassist David Eubanks
stares straight ahead, ears bulg
ing to catch every note in a
hard-bopping “ Tangerine.”
‘This group is inspiring,”
Dexter said of his sidemen,
“ they add a little more
weight to what I do.” He
He takes a big bite on the
mouthpiece, cheeks and
jaws clamp the stiff
reed, and Dexter blows
from his lower belly,
blows that famous tone,
that inimitably personal,
flat thick voice the amber
color of honey.
After a few choruses
the band took over and
Dexter stepped back.
He let his horn hang
from the strap and
with bobbing head
turned to his side
men, popped fingers,
and started waving
arm s and cocking
wrists in strange hip
ster poses. He was
sweating and caressing
the music as it hit the
air, not conducting but
drawing it from musi
cians who were flying
him.
w ithout
along
Stooped like a great blue
heron, his big fingers,
plucked notes as if they were
the juiciest fish from the river.
Dexter always starts late, and
so it was after one a.m. when they
put the wraps on his theme song,
“ LTD .” The crowd was still cheering
and had risen to its feet. Dexter pre
sented his horn—as he does ritualistically after every number—holding it;
up horizontally and bowing slightly in
three directions to the audience,
blinking eyes wide and with a smile
saying yes yes. . . . Dexter Gordon has
been everywhere, has played in Sene
gal, in Paris, in Japan, always before
huge crow ds.. .but here in Portland
some 300 people were clamoring for
an encore. “ You’re so kind, so
graaaa-cious,” he intoned, oozing
continental charm though dressed in
an ancient, unbuttoned sweater vest
and rumpled brown slacks. Dexter
may play hot but he’s always cool.
The sidemen sat back down for the
encore. When it was finally over, pi
anist Lightsey, a young, angular com
er in beatle boots, tight blue slacks
and a shaved head, bowed deeply to
Dexter, acknowledging the master.
Dexter smiled and took it all in stride.

D

EXTER Gordon has always

been a great showman as well
as a great musician. He began setting
audiences wild as early as 1944, when
he was a member of Billy Eckstine’s
band. Dexter is charismatic, and pos
sesses the three qualities essential for
a great jazz musician: total command
of his instrument, original musical
ideas, and an engaging, dramatic de
livery. Also important is his dedica
tion to the tradition, to jazz as a seri
ous creative pursuit: “ Music is a phil
osophy, it’s a way of life; I learned
this from Lester.” Although many
musicians influenced the develop
ment of Dexter’s unique sound, it is
his emulation of the spirit of Lester
Young that best explains his contribu
tion to jazz.
“ Hawk [Coleman Hawkins] was
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the master of the horn, a musician
who did everything possible with it,
the right way. But when Prez [Lester
Young] appeared, we all started lis
tening to him alone. Prez had an en
tirely new sound, one that we seemed
to be waiting for. Prez was the first to
tell a story on the horn.”
Telling a story with your horn,
twisting that man’s melody until you
make a statement all your own. . . .
What has made Dexter so popular
and effective a jazzman has been his
ability to get through to almost any
audience with the emotion in his play
ing, to get his “ story” across with his
horn. In his Portland appearance, he
accomplished this supremely on the
ballad “ More Than You’ll Ever
Know,” which unfolded in loping
strides that bridged chord spans and
crossed bar lines in swinging time and
measure. Like Lester Young, Dex
ter’s best work is “ far out” but right
there at the same time, creating a
completely unique thematic variation
that always lands on its feet.
In fact, landing on his feet has been
an attribute that has kept Dexter Gor
don alive, responding to his times,
and producing long after many of his
contemporaries have burned out or
d ie d ... .The late ’40s were the heroic
years for be-bop, especially in New
York, where 52nd Street was “ the
most exciting half-block in the
w orld” and everyone lived and
breathed the jazz life. During those
years Dexter also appeared regularly
in L.A., teaming with Wardell Gray
and other tenor players to create the
famous “ chases” in which two musi
cians trade solos for chorus after
chorus, driving each other to more
and more frantic leaps. The other side
to all this creation and glamour was
racism and heroin. By 1944 Dexter al
ready had the habit many musicians
at that time shared, and he didn’t
shake it until he spent two years in
prison. His partner Wardell Gray, to
name only one, wasn’t so lucky: three
days after Dexter got out of prison in
1955, Gray died under mysterious cir
cumstances in Las Vegas.
The fifties were lean years for Dex
ter Gordon, and he made only one
record in the entire decade. “ There
were times when I thought it would be
better to be a bricklayer or a plumber,
but that was only a momentary re
lapse. I always had the opportunity to
play my horn, and of course I never
quit.” Even though he recorded The
Resurgence o f Dexter Gordon in
1960, he could only get one-night
work in New York for lack of a cab
aret card (also a factor in the careers
of Billie Holiday and Charlie Parker),
and in 1962—like a number of other
jazz performers before him—he left
for E u rope... . “ Son,” Charles Min
gus’ father says in his autiobiography
Beneath The Underdog, “ Don’t get
married to anyone. Go to Europe or
someplace where you can get a chance
to express yourself.”
Dexter eventually settled in Copen
hagen, where he married and bought
a house in the suburbs. “ I was given
respect as an artist and no one asked
how much money I made or what car
1 drove.” But Dexter didn’t stay
there, he continued to make periodic
visits to the U.S., where he main
tained a loyal following. Finally, in
1976, he returned to New York for
the engagem ent where his first
Columbia album, Homecoming, was
taped. Since then he has toured extensively in this country and just com-*
pleted his fourth album, Great En
counters. Why did he come back?
“ Things have changed here in the
last twenty y e a rs... .There’s not as
much racism as there used to b e. . . . I
guess the thing that influenced me
were the young people.. .threefourths of my audience is under thir
ty.”

Another Wave.” The city of Los An
geles even proclaimed Wednesday,
June 13, 1979, to be “ Dexter Gordon
Day,” although at that night’s per
formance at Sunset Strip’s famous
rock hall, the Roxy, there were plenty
of empty seats. Dexter, it was report
ed, accepted the honor “ with contin
ental grace, but not without a hint of
parody.” Yes, the honor really is
well-deserved. But at the same time,
the company that records Dexter,
Columbia, part of the CBS conglom
erate which includes TV and movies
as well as major hard- and paperback
publishers, has dropped respected
jazz artists like Woody Shaw, Freddie
Hubbard and Cedar Walton from its
lis ts ....C B S Records president
Bruce Lundvali saw what was hap
pening in 1976, and signed Dexter

tional gig before her, and she has per
formed with nearly everyone in New
York and at the Apollo Theatre since.
Betty Carter is blessed with a hand
some contralto voice which she uses
to improvise on a melody in the same
way horn players do. She selects her
notes with a daring that—at best—
can transform a song into a poetic ve
hicle for her vocal theatre. It takes
real courage to deliver the many slow
ballads she presented here last month,
out in front of only three back-up
pieces, phrases suspended and hang
ing by only the quality of her voice
and her unerring sense of time; it’s
like working without a net. Betty Car
ter is as much a jazz master as Dexter,
with her vocal proficiency, a wealth
of original ideas, and a dramatic,
captivating delivery.

The late
'40s were
the heroic
years for
be-bop,
especially in
New York,
where 52nd
Street was
the most
exciting
half block
in the
world and
everyone
lived and
breathed
the jazz
life.

Betty Carter played to a nearly-full
house, the first of her three Portland
appearances to make the promoter
some money. Her group included
Curtis Lundy on bass, a tall, thin
young man wearing an elegantly tail
ored hipster suit cut in a ’40s style,
whose strong, taut lines were the pegs
on which Betty hung her melodies;
Khalid Moss on piano; and Greg
Bandy, drums. They were restrained
behind her singing, and made sure
that when Betty was on stage, all the
energy was focused through her. The
singer herself wore a blue gown with
silver spangles, and gold high heels.
While on stage she was never still,
basing her moves on a wide-legged
stance with ducks and bobs and pi
vots, while using arm and hand ges
tures that provided a physical empha
sis for almost every note. Accepting
T IS interesting to note that Dex
our applause, she swung her whole
body in a kind of ah-shucks toss and
ter Gordon’s music is decidedly
masculine: the adjectives used to de flashed a winning smile of real pleas
ure.
scribe it are all male, and his sexuality
Her program featured twenty sep
is as present in the sound he projects
arate vocal numbers in less than two
as are his intelligence and wit. In con
hours, and given that two or three
trast, then, we were fortunate to have
were quite long, one realizes just how
another be-bop great visit Portland
short most were. The performance,
recently, when jazz singer Betty Car
then, was a showcase for Betty Car
ter appeared at the Neighbors of
O Dexter Gordon has been
ter’s voice and delivery, her lovely
Woodcraft Hall for a show on Febru
short phrases dramatized only by
ary 12th. Although seven years Dex
crowned b e-bo p’s superstar,
their inherent power and expressive
Carter
per
began
Betty
junior,
ter’s
alone at the top in the entertainment
ness, since her somewhat truncated
forming professionally when she was
business’ blockbuster formula for
arrangements didn’t develop any ten
very young. She toured with Lionel
success. “ Bop Is Back,” nationally
sion or background flourish. But the
Ham pton’s band at the age of eight
circulated m agazines announce:
quick endings, especially on the upeen, just as Dexter had in his first na“ Dexter Gordon: Riding The Crest of
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Gordon.
Well, this in no way takes away
from the achievement of Dexter Gor
don, whose shows here in Portland,
while perhaps not his greatest per
formances, did provide us the oppor
tunity to see him develop those mov
ing stories, to watch his crazy hipster
motions, and to hear that famous
tone come out of a very real body.
Maybe the sets were shorter than I’d
have wished, maybe the rendition of
Coltrane’s “ On A Moment’s Notice”
was a little muddy—it was still a priv
ilege to see him. Dexter Gordon is a
commanding presence, his musician
ship inspiring to anyone serious about
his craft, and even this brief contact
has enriched my life.

I

"The record
companies
w ant an
association
w ith jazz.
They try to
make a jazz
person out
of
someone
who ain't,
but they
won’t
spend the
money on
somebody
who’s really
a jazz
person.”
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tempo numbers, did provide some
pleasant surprises, although many lis
teners would have preferred her to
stretch out more than she did. It was
these fast numbers, however, with
notes tongued so quickly you could
hardly separate them, which gave her
slow tunes the authority of speed in
reverse.
So it was on the slow ballads where
she really let the audience savor her
unique phrasing and vocal prowess,
drawing levels of meaning from the
lyrics by means of facial expression
and body motion as well as inflection.
At times she slowed the tunes until
they became almost a recitation, a
bold, poetic touch; while on other
songs, like Cole Porter’s “ Most
Gentlemen,” she used irony and
mock-coyness while hamming it up
for the enthusiastic crowd.
There is a woman’s point of view
implicit in her material and delivery,
not as a message but there simply be
cause it is her point of view. And al
though she is indeed womanly, it isn’t
sexuality she projects on stage, but a
more encompassing charm and joy-'
fulness that seem to spring from a
genuine delight in performing. . . .
She finished her show with a long,
scatting version of “ Surrey With The
Fringe On T op,” bending notes and
time at will, prancing along on top of
the changes. This one song was
enough to make a believer of anyone
. . . . She drew a standing ovation but
decided it was best to leave us hungry
for more.
As much as Dexter Gordon’s pro
digious achievement may inspire us, it
may well be that the competent, inde
pendent example of Betty Carter can
teach us the m ost. . . . She spoke with
me at the Mallory Hotel the morning
of her concert. My questions were a
mere formality as I sat pinned to a
chair for two hours, muttering yes yes
as Betty Carter laid down the truth in
a long, engaging rap, and it’s a shame
we couldn’t include every w ord. . . .
With most respectful admiration,
then, let me present Betty Carter, jazz
singer.

Talking w ith
BETTY
CARTER
CSQ: You have said: “ I’m probably

one of the most fortunate people in
the business. I started out doing what
I’m doing now. Other people may
have more money, but they don’t feel
any better than I d o .” Today I’d like
you to discuss some of the factors
that have shaped the career of “ one
of the most fortunate people in the
business.”
BC: I came to New York in 1951, af
ter I left Lionel Hampton’s band. I
got the experience and fought with
Hamp for two and one-half years,
doing my little b e-b op .. . .Because he
wouldn’t allow me to sing songs, you
know; he had other singers to do bal
lads. I was taking care of the be-bop
departm ent.. .we had a personal
ity conflict, I th in k .... 1 was the
young singer coming onto the band, I
was probably very cocky, and Hamp
probably got annoyed. If it hadn’t
been for Gladys Hampton, his wife, 1
would have left the band, because
Hamp fired me a couple of times.
Gladys Hampton saw something in
me that maybe Hamp didn’t, and
maybe the fact that I was cocky was
OK with her, because she could un
derstand the aggressiveness 1 had go
ing for me at that young age. Hamp
didn't understand it, because after
all, most men do not understand ag
gressive women.

CSQ:I’ve heard it said that women in
general have received an unfair deal
in the jazz world.
BC: Well don’t forget, I’m a singer,
not a horn player. I wouldn’t lump
myself with the women musicians
who play horns. They’re the ones
who would be able to tell you what
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kind of problems they had dealing
with other musicians who play the
same instruments. Most singers have
no problems if they have any talent at
all. But a horn player might have had
a more difficult time dealing with her
peers because men don’t think—or
maybe they didn’t think—that wom
en could play as well as they could.
CSQ: In a book called Black Music,
Leroi Jones mentions a record re
leased in 1966 called The New Wave
In Jazz, which included John Col
trane, Archie Shepp and Albert Ayler. He writes:
Two other groups were sup
posed to be included, Betty Carter,
who really turned the place out,
and Sun R a ’s huge band. But due
to some weird twisting by the A&R
man, two highlights o f this really
live concert were blanked out.

Was that incident part of a pattern
which prevented you from getting re
cording contracts during those years?
BC: No, I didn’t know anything
about that ’66 thing they d id .. . .You
see, the sixties were the confusion
time for the music because everybody
thought he had something new, ev
erybody was the the beginning of
something. It wasn’t like that earlier.
The newness just happened, we didn’t
announce that we had it. Charlie
Parker never announced that he had
something new. Nobody got on a
soapbox and said, “ I’ve got some
thing new and down with the
o l d . . . . ” But when the new “ free”
music came in they said, “ Down with
be-bop.” How you going to “ down”
Charlie Parker? Even John Coltrane
never said he had something new. A
lot of musicians used his name for
their own benefit.
In the sixties, that’s when it became
the thing to do: sound like somebody
else and then go out and make your
money off of them. Because don’t
forget, commercial music was a lot of
that. And then here comes this other
guy, “ frusion” or whatever, and ev
erybody’s sounding like everybody
else. With the electric instruments,
you have no choice: you don’t have
the difference in your touch on the pi
ano, which comes with time and de
velopment. There’s no two Errol Gar
ners.
You mentioned some musicians
who didn’t want to deal with conven
tional changes, who wanted to be
free. Actually a lot of them didn’t
know how to play the conventional
changes. Except Coltrane, you see.
Everybody was stressing the word
“ new” because they had no other
word to call it. I don’t think it was
new, it was just some styles some guys
wanted to play, since Coltrane had
started his atonal thing.
But it’s not black. There was no
black audience for that kind of mu
sic, and there still isn’t. You had
black players who said they were
playing black music, but there never
was a black audience. And that’s the
reason the music turned around and
we all discovered we had a white audi
ence. Black audiences just could not
handle the music with no pulse.
That’s our culture, our culture’s
based on pulse. With be-bop or any
thing else we had no problem: we had
nothing but black people in the audi
ence. Because the pulse was there.
The moment the pulse left the music,
you lost black people.
CSQ: In answer to a question you

once replied: “ Why haven’t I made
it? The record business is the rea
son. . . . ”
BC: No, I never said the record busi
ness is the reason. The reason I
haven’t “ made it” is because I ’m not
commercial. But I have made it. I’ve
survived all these years in the business
doing nothing but what I want to. I
haven’t made a lot of m o n e y .. . .P eo
ple equate making it with being rich
and living on a hill. But that’s not the
point. I’ve raised two kids and
bought property, singing jazz. I trav
elled with Ray Charles, did a tour
with him in 1961; that wasn’t bad

company to be in when he was big big
big, you know. I never stopped work
ing the Apollo Theatre, and I’ve al
ways worked clubs. So I managed to
do it. In the process, I developed my
style.
CSQ: You must have been fairly con

tent with what you were doing in the
fifties and sixties, then, because you
never went to Europe for an extended
time like other jazz performers.
BC: My audiences were content, so
that made me con tent.. . .If I had
gone to Europe I really would have
been lost. Because the one thing
about this country is that it makes
you figh t for what you really want;
it’s not going to come easy. Once you
go to Europe it becomes easier be
cause you’re a novelty over there,
you’re the only black one that can do
it, right? If I had gone, I wouldn’t be
Singing like 1 am now.
I think the reason Dexter’s doing
what he is now is because he’s back
here. And everyone who comes back
here and deals with this pushing at
mosphere will come out with some
thing else. Once you \stay there,
you’re going to get caught up in what
that is over there. You’re not really
going to grow.

"They give
you one
shot, and if
you don’t
make it,
forget it,
they’re
finished
w ith you.
This is
cruel, and I
think the
record
companies
are now
paying for
it.”
CSQ: Do you think that the increased

recoginition you’ve been getting these
past six years is due to having your
own record label?
BC: Well, that h elped.. . .There’s a
difference between performing and
recording, especially with jazz being
as spontaneous as it i s ....M y per
formances were always good. Even
when I first started I had a person
ality that was winning. Even with
Hamp, there was nothing he could do
to stop me, it was the audience who
always demanded my appearances.
That’s one reason why I call this last
album The Audience With Betty Car
ter. it has been my audiences that
have kept me going all these years,
that have kept me alive.

CSQ: With regard to your audience,
in a Village Voice article Gary Gid
dins claims that your recent popu
larity is due to a new attitude toward
performing. He says:
The total musicality with which
she organizes a set, the lucid pac
ing and dynamics, has long been in
evidence, but it has often been
counterbalanced by a reticence in
her performing style. The energy
was there, but its vibrations were
sometimes swamped by her fascin
ation with texture, forcing a leap
o f faith from the audience—per
haps a definition o f a cult fo llo w 
ing. . . .

I wonder if you have changed in the
way. . . .
BC: No, I’ve just grown. I’ve ma
tured. My voice has gotten better, I’m
learning how to sing better, because
I’m finding out more about my abil
ities. I know more about me in the
last five years than I’ve known all the
other time, because I’m a little freer
than I was. Earlier I was trying so
hard to stay afloat that maybe I was
tense. Even the people who watched
me have grown too, you know. But
now that I have confidence, it comes
off more secure.
I don’t know when Gary Giddins
first saw me. Fifteen years ago the
whole music scene was going through
a number of changes. You had musi
cians who wanted to play changes,
you had a bunch of “ free” musicians
who were saying they had the new
thing, and you had the impact of the
commercial world, beginning in 1964,
when the record companies realized
they could make much more money
playing that other stuff than dealing
with any kind of jazz.
Don’t forget, when I started my
record label [1971], big record com
panies were not about to record any
body; I’m not the only jazz singer
who didn’t have a record label. Sarah
Vaughn didn’t have a record label,
Ella Fitzgerald didn’t have a record
la b e l.. . .Pablo\ That’s the only rea
son Sarah’s recording today.
Columbia’s not reaching out for Sar
ah Vaughn, Columbia’s not reaching
out for C arm en.. . .They’re in the
same boat I’m in. Art Blakey had no
label. Dizzy has no label. Jazz people
don’t have major labels.
So my independent company was
just doing me a service. I decided to
do it myself. To tell you the truth, it
was a lady who said to me ten years
ago, “ Yeah, do it yourself; and I’ll
help you.” That’s how it started.
Anybody who believes in him- or her
self, who believes they really have
something going for them, shouldn’t
sit around and wait for someone else
to do it for them. If you’ve got some
talent, somebody’s going to pick up
on it. Somebody is going to help you
do this, somebody is going to help
you do that: I had nothing but help,
believe me.
CSQ: I think a lot of people in the
arts could learn from the specifics of
your experience. Just how do you go
about promoting yourself?
BC: I never turn down jobs that are a
challenge. For instance, when Public
Theater in New York presented a lot
of avant-garde or “ free” music, I was
also asked to appear. So I went in and
did well for the man running i t . . . I
sang be-bop at the Shubert Theatre,
which nobody's ever d o n e .. . .
Just recently I did a TV show for
Black History Month on PBS that
was aired all across the country, a
whole hour of m e ....T h e r e wasn’t
much money in it; it was part of my
quest to get more black people inter
ested in jazz. I was trying to stimulate
the black colleges to let kids know
that there is other music for them to
listen to, that they don’t have to do
the same thing everybody else is doing
to be successful. The thing about jazz
is, it takes a little longer. You’ve got
to be patient. And people don’t want
to know from patience. They want to
know about money right away; give
me a bunch of money quick! They
don’t want to know that it takes a few
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years to really develop.
CSQ: Why is it that someone who
came up when you did doesn’t have
that attitude about instant success
and big money, while young people
today do?
BC: Because we were taught to be
good. When you worked behind peo
ple like I worked behind, you just
couldn’t help but try to do a good
job. We were told that when you get
on stage, you are supposed to knock
the people out. It wasn’t about self
ishness. You were supposed to please
people.
In some cases today we’ve got mu
sicians thinking that it’s the responsi
bility of the audience to like them,
when it’s the performer’s responsi
bility to make that audience like his
stuff. I’m supposed to put it in such a
way, with such taste, that the audi
ence will accept it.
In the sixties, the hit record thing
became big, and tracks became avail
able for record companies to change
an artist or make an artist into some
thing, and producers told an artist
how to s in g .. . .Today you’ve got big
singers going out and trying to find a
producer who had a hit record by
some other artist, hoping that they
will be able to get a hit record from
that producer! That’s what it’s like
now: controlled, manufactured mu
sic. They’ve got the equipment and
the techniques, and they spend a lot
of money to make stars.
The record companies are now in
trouble behind all that, because they
spent too much money trying to make
people and shove them down our
throats. And it was all mediocrity. To
me it’s a sin to encourage mediocrity.
So we had a bunch of mediocre music
out there, and now the record com
panies are in trouble.
People used to say to me, “ Well,
you ought to get a hit record,’’ like
it’s that easy to get a hit record.
They’d say, “A fter you get a hit rec
ord, then you can do anything you
want.” But you’ve heard that before,
right? You know that it’s impossible.
Look at George Benson. He sang one
song, and now he’s a singer. Only us
old folks will know that George Ben
son’s probably one of the best guitar
players in the business. And the rec
ord companies—once they get that
money, once you’ve got a hit record
—they won’t let you be anything else.
They’ve been saying that there’s a
new upsurge in jazz—there’s a new
upsurge in reissues. They’re not re
cording any new people. They’re not
encouraging young musicians to hang
in there and do better. They give you
one shot, and if you don’t make it,
forget it, they’re finished with you.
This is cruel, and I think the record
companies are now paying for it.
CSQ: Dexter said that jazz is a way of

life. Do you think musicians who
want hit records are interested in jazz
more as a way to make a living than
as a way of life?
BC: Well, we’ve all made livings. We
haven’t made the kind of money that
George Benson made in one night
with “ Masquerade,” but like I said, I
don’t believe he’s any happier than I
am. I don’t believe Herbie Hancock’s
any happier when he comes off that
stage than I am. When I come off and
people are asking for more more
more, I’m the happiest person in the
world.
CSQ: You mentioned that you have
two children. Did raising a family in
terfere with your touring career?
BC: See there? And I worked the
whole time. I had my first baby
March 14th, 1961, and I joined Ray
Charles on tour for thirty one-nighters on April 1st. I was in a club in
Philadelphia when I was eight months
pregnant with my second baby, and I
also did three different shows at the
Apollo in that six-month period. Go
ing into the Apollo that often in six
months, I had to keep on my toes. I
was pregnant, plus I had to do differ
ent songs. I had to think! I had to
figure out things to do on stage that
would be just as effective. And then I

had to go up there and try them out.
But that kind of work for young peo
ple just isn’t available any more.
CSQ: W hat’s a jazz performer’s main

problem in getting work these days?
BC: You know, I’ve made a lot of
new friends, a lot of club owners have
been happy with my reception. So I
keep working. I just hope other
people can keep clubs open too, be
cause we don’t have enought jazz acts
to keep a club surviving, say fifty-two
weeks a year. If we had fifty-two
good, solid jazz people, we would
have no want for any clubs to work.
CSQ: You once said: “ I worry about
the future of jazz because the young
people are hearing Joni Mitchell in
stead of Sarah Vaughn, Dizzy Gilles
pie and m e .. . . ”
BC: N o . . .1 said I worry because kids
are being told that Joni Mitchell is a
jazz singer. What do they know?
They’ve never heard Sarah or me, so
they’re being told that Flora Purim is
a jazz singer and she wins the jazz
poll, right? And damnit, Joni Mit
chell, just because of her association

"Jazz will
be on the
rise when I
find four or
five young
singers in
back of me.
giving me
static. Then
i'll know i t ’s
on the
rise
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with Charlie Mingus, becomes a jazz
singer. This is not the way you be
come a jazz singer!! So the kids are
being fooled, and this is what I re
sent.
It’s funny about the media, the rec
ord com panies.. . .They want an as
sociation with jazz. A recording com
pany will insinuate that Flora Purim
is a jazz singer because of that thing
she did with Chick Corea. Nice rec
ord, but she’s not a jazz singer; she’s
a coached, manufactured singer.
They told her what to do, she learned
it note-for-note, she couldn’t impro
vise across the street. And I don’t be
lieve Joni Mitchell could either. The
record companies try to make a jazz
person out of someone who ain’t, but
they won’t spend the money on some
body who’s really a jazz person.
CSQ: Why is that?
BC: Don’t ask m e .. .. I guess they
figure Joni Mitchell’s got a name any
way, so they capitalize on the name.
And Chick Corea had a name too, he
had this singer coming along, you
know, who did his material, sang his
so n g s.. .so they’ll call her a jazz sing
er.
Part of this is because right now,
the record companies won’t touch
anything acoustical. Isn’t that unbe
lievable? Did you ever think the day
would come? Well I had a feeling it
was coming when people started
saying, “ Jazz is on the rise.” Jazz
will be on the rise when I find four or
five young singers in back of me,
giving me some static. Then I’ll know
it’s on the rise.
■
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C onventioneer's Cake, 1980, Susan M a rtin , Lisa Siegel
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Rules f o r Playing

Oligarch

Campe sina

Commander in Chief

The game consists of a playing board (that should be glued onto cardboard)
over which the five enclosed characters are moved. The cast of characters in 
cludes one oligarch, one campesina, one com m ander in chief, two activists,
and one draftee. Each should be cut out along dotted line and glued onto an
appropriate stand (a m atch book, a sugar cube, or Col. M ustard will do.) The
characters are advanced by a roll of the dice (which, to roll w ith m uch a u th e n 
ticity, have to also be cut out and glued so as to form a cube.) Included are
complete unabridged sets of Col. K urtz Cards and Community Chest Cards,
both of which should be cut out as well. The interventionists (the Pres, and
draftee) play off the Col. Kurtz Cards, the activists play with Community Chest.
To begin th e game each character is placed at the beginning of the appro
priate track. The trac k s are arranged, top to bottom, beginning w ith the

Activists

Draftee

activists then followed by the Present and draftee (who always move to
gether), then th e oligarch, and at the bottom, the campesina. If a group is
playing, each player can choose a character according to preference. If you
are playing alone play all the characters yourself. To determ ine which goes
first, pu t all the characters in a hat. Draw one. This character goes first, the
rest following in clockwise order.
Each character advanced according to th e roll of one die except for the
campesinos. Being preoccupied w ith tim e-consum ing task s like finding food
and shelter, the campesinos can only move forw ard w ith a roll of double
sixes, and with th a t they can only move forw ard one space at a time. When
y ou’re oppressed it takes a lot of time and a lot of luck to move forward.
When it ends, i t ’s over.
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CoL Kurtz Cards
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moking

handu

B Y MARJORIE

■
■

■ HAT 1 know of Opium is little, a fraction of its age-old history. I
■ grabbed on late to its raggedy shirt tail.
My very first experience with smoking chandu, the cleaned and liquefied opi
um, was in Calcutta’s Chinatown. It was also the first time I had occasion to
use a rickshaw with a puller, the man who picks up the long pole handles and
trots, moving only from the waist down. His muscular arms bend at straight
angles, holding the bars waist high, the shoulders tense. I am enclosed in a tiny
carriage, a curtain hanging down in front, with a slit to peek out of. The traffic
is perpetually jammed. We move along more easily than any other vehicle on
the road, rickshaws and bicycles. When we reach the Chinatown area, young
thin boys begin to notice me and ask, “ Chandu smoking?” I arrive at the place
1 have been told of, pay off the rickshaw walla, and follow a man up to the top
of a typical narrow staircase, poorly lit for lack of windows.
Inside the room, the Indian host and his Chinese wife make me welcome, lay
newspaper on the floor, so as not to soil my dress. I take my wood block and
rest on my side. He asks how many cups, I answer two. This makes about eight
pipes. My face is a few inches from the filthy old pipe master. In the easy light
of his lamp, I am at my leisure to study his bony hands. He works like a magi
cian, with his wand (needle) and cups on a tray, called “ chips.” Each chip
makes three to four pipes. Also he has his pipe-cleaning kit, scissors to trim the
lamp’s wick, an instrument to clean the bowl out, and a tin to put the scrap
ings into. The residue called “ inchy” is put into the pot when making new.
The coconut oil. All this stuff is bundled into a dirty rag neatly tied together. I
drift off between pipes after smoking two. He taps the side of the pipe with his
wand when it’s prepared to smoke again. There is an oil lamp between us. He
trims the wick, refills the lamp making some religious sign by touching his
forehead and the coconut oil. From the cups he takes the long thin needle,
twisting the chandu around the tip, then cooks it over the flame until it begins
to bubble. Slapping it on the pipe’s bowl he manipulates it to the consistency of
putty. He pokes the chandu into the hole in the center of the bowl, and holds it
upside down over the flame to smoke.
One puts the end of the pipe in the mouth, takes a series of short puffs, then
a long draw until it is gone. I hold my breath, then relax, more deeply than I
ever recall. I feel a crushing embrace. The very encasement of my own body
fondles itself. Tissues swell. I hope my heart pounding is not audible, that my
orgiastic activities do not reveal themselves upon my features or in my
movements. My long full skirt covers even my feet. I would never expose so
much as a shoulder, for I am an indulged guest. Up until Westerners started to
visit, women seldom frequented these dens. A woman traveling solo has a re
sponsibility to the Western males that, by behaving poorly, could put one of
them in the position of having to defend her. The very color or your hand or
hair could, under hysterical circumstances, cause a riot. It is shaky at best, so I
never provoke or jeopardize that which I take part in.
The chandu inevitably makes the novice smoker nauseated. This is another
unforgivable act: One mustn’t vomit in the den. It is the height of ill manners.
There is never a toilet anyway. It would be on a lower floor, a black hole in a
tiny dark room, found only with a guide. They offered me the bed to relax
upon, 1 was very dizzy and sleepy when I stood to go. I realized I was just tak
ing up space for others whowould smoke, so I soon got myself together and left.
At the time 1 was staying at the Salvation Army dorm, and I was quickly lost,
stopping along the road to retch in Calcutta’s gutters. The act was unselfcon
scious. I had to cross a street with a traffic copper directing. He looked at me as
I held my hand over my mouth to keep from spewing until I reached the other
side. It began to rain. I finally found a vacant rickshaw as the rains came down
in full. The puller’s feet were bare, mud to his knees.
The next time I smoked chandu was in Bombay. Then I became better ac
quainted with the ritual, the body’s reaction, the mind’s longing.

X ■ OW in Bombay the den is crowded, especially after the Indians’ working
day is done. The student, the clerk, the laborer are here. One man came rou
tinely, probably for years. His office clothing he’d wear outside. He would
come into the den, take off his trousers and shirt and underneath there’d be pa
jamas worn for smoking. Sometimes as many as six bodies, each in his own
world, lay around the lamp waiting for a turn at the pipe. Hindi movie music
blares from the old cabinet radio, many sing along.
The room is stuffy, small, with high ceilings holding in the oppressive heat. It
reeks of the sickly sweet smell of chandu. A shrine to a god is framed with fresh
flowers each day. Incense is burned. A few old calendar pictures hang on the
walls, from Japanese car ads. The woman model, probably Eurasian, has
been religiously converted by painting a dot on her forehead to better fit their
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fantasies.
We are on a busy street, about four stories up. I watch out the open window,
without being seen from below. I peer at a crowd at a bus stop. The buses are
double-decker London types. On the back entrance is a policeman, armed with
a bamboo stick, to beat back the people when they overcrowd. The passengers
cling, chase, fall into and out of the machine. The giant city’s din, the clamor
below, hundreds swirling in brilliant colors, I am removed from for a few cents
a day. What I see stabs me with a dull knife. My liver aches. I disown that
which causes any discomfort.
The pipe maker tells me he was in the army during the Second Great War.
Under British command, they were fighting the Japanese, in Burma. He speaks
a poor pidgin English, mostly recalling, “ Left, right, l e f t . . . . ” He’s been
smoking for nearly fifty years, and he looks down on the man who comes beg
ging for the dregs with trembling hands. Prostrating himself, the beggar pleads,
without a shred of pride left, for the cup of water the used chips are thrown
into. The maker indicates with disgust for him to take it.
The old man thirstily brings it to his lips, gulping the stinking putrid liquid.
In a panic, it runs down his stained beard. His clothes are hanging off his bony
body in threads. He retreats, walking backwards, mumbling his profound
thanks.
The men working in the den are all addicts, rampant with T.B. They sleep
there and are paid a token five rupees a day and their chandu, which most of
the older addicts drink. They make a bums’ stew at day’s end, roll out their
blankets and that is their life. They use the money for tobacco and medicine.
The boss provides the essentials, dope, a roof, and food. A fine life it is for an
old addict. There is a great deal of quarreling going on among them, a pecking
order. They are often fired and re-hired. Once one robbed the boss and ran
away to his village, boasting of his wealth, spending freely, only to come back
when the party was over, to take his beating and begin work again.
Another pipe maker, being canned, moaned while gathering his pitiful bun
dle of rags together. It was comical, dust rolling out of his load. He was yam
mering without the aid of teeth, and that face! One side was collapsed, droop
ing from lying a half century on his left side, head propped upon the wooden
pillow. Smoking his pipe, lost in the opulent dream world, the man could care
less that his face was melting or fingernails had turned to claws. He is self-con
tained. The opium addict transforms the den into a palace, his palace, where he
is king of dreams.
■
Bombay 1979/80

by Jelly Bean
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My B rie f Career
_____ a sa n _____
In vestig a tive
Jou rn alist
J , ERHAPS I was naive.
As a journalist, I came of age
during the Watergate era and soon
developed a taste for investigative re
porting. I liked putting together puz
zles of facts, prying open closed
doors, revealing crime, corruption,
negligence, and stupidity. There’s al
ways enough around to keep busy.
My tenets were simple enough: re
port the facts and don’t let the bas
tards scare you.
I wrote articles on crime, politics,
and business. I interviewed President
Carter, as well as doing my share of
the obligatory lost dog stories. So it
was with some experience that in 1978
I undertook a journalistic investiga
tion of a Northwest business organi
zation that was allegedly defrauding
consumers to the tune of some
$200,000.
It was during this investigation that
1 learned, under fire, certain disturb
ing vulnerabilities that freelance writ
ers face. True, the resulting articles
did offer professional rewards. But in
the end, 1 was simply glad to be alive
and unencumbered by thousands of
dollars in legal fees.

The M ysterious
D atin g Club
At the beginning of the investiga
tion, the story looked simple enough.
A Portland-based “ dating club” was
allegedly selling membership con
tracts to people for nearly $500 each.
For this fee, customers were guaran
teed “ dates” and certain “ matching
services.”
However, irate sources charged
that the dating club officials were
pocketing the money and not deliver
ing promised services. As 1 investi
gated, the story grew bigger. Addi
tional information implicated several
dating clubs in other West Coast
cities.
“ You can investigate this operation
for the rest of your life, and you’ll
never get to the bottom of it,” con
fided one crime investigator. “ There
are definite connections into organ
ized crime.”
The investigation was complicated
and exhausting. 1 interviewed over a
hundred sources and spent two weeks
assembling information. A tangle of
details had to be verified, checked
and re-checked. In addition, several
key sources demanded anonymity.
Because I had worked previously
for the Oregon Journal as a staff re
porter, 1 took my story to that news
paper. The city editor was definitely
interested and suggested that I work
out of the newsroom. I did.
Midway through the investigation,
police detectives warned me that my
life might be in danger. There were
those, they said, who would go to ex
tremes to see that my story didn’t get
out.
“ If you think we’re kidding, we’ll
be glad to show you what the bullet
holes look like,” they offered. They
made their point.
In response to this rather provoca
tive information, I made copies of my
notes and entrusted them to the Jour
nal’s city editor. I worked faster and
harder. I also acquired a nervous
tendency to watch the bushes for any
sudden movement.
Several days later, after the articles
had been cleared by the Journal’s at
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1 readily voiced these concerns to
the Journal’s city editor, who had
worked closely with me on the
expose. He was sympathetic, but non
committal. He “ saw no reason” the
newspaper should hire a consulting
attorney for me “ at that time.” In
stead, he suggested that 1 simply in
voke my reporter’s right to shield
sources and “ see what happens.”
Shortly thereafter I was subpoenaed
by an attorney for the dating club and
called to give a deposition. Lacking
the advantage of legal counsel and
somewhat unsure of my rights, I re
fused to answer any questions I
thought touched upon necessarily
confidential areas. The dating club’s
attorney was prodding and antagonis
tic. I repeated my right to shield priv
ileged information many times.

By Steve Cahill

I acquired a nervous tendency to
watch the bushes for any
sudden movement.
torney, the story hit the front pages.
The articles captured the keen atten
tion of many, including various law
enforcement officials who would
later prosecute the dating club busi
ness for unlawful trade practices.

The Scoop
The Journal scored an important
news break and the editors expressed
satisfaction. More, certainly, than
was expressed by their meager pay
ment of $200 for work that took me
over two weeks to complete.
Still, I knew I had done a good job
under difficult circumstances. I was
proud. The news was out, the public
alerted, and the wheels of justice were
slowly beginning to turn. I felt I had
made a civic contribution.
Hours after the Journal story
broke, local television and radio re
porters began covering the story. A

“ You can
investigate this
operation for
the rest o f your
life and you’ll
never get to the
bottom o f it,”
confided one
crime
investigator.
few days later the Oregonian pub
lished a similar article about the dat
ing club.
Soon I was invited to appear on
A M Northwest, a television program,

to talk about my “ scoop.” I ac
cepted.
At the television studio, Jim Bosely
droned on about the weather while
Sen. Bob Packwood and I drank cof
fee and waited to be interviewed. Fol
lowing a laxative commercial, 1 ap
peared on camera to reveal the “ story
behind the headlines” to sleepy
housewives yawning over their corn
flakes. I was famous.

In the E ye
o f the Storm
Then the legal maneuvering began.
Months after the first articles ap
peared, the Attorney General finally
began to prosecute officials of the
dating club. The FBI reportedly be
came involved.
I learned that dating club officials
were planning to fight prosecution
with charges of “ collusion” between
myself and the Attorney General’s of
fice. That struck me as particularly
ludicrous since tight-lipped AG offi
cials gave me scarcely any informa
tion during my investigation.
Yet, because the charges implicated
my investigation, 1 knew I would be
dragged into the legal fray. Still, as
the possessor of the proverbial clean
nose, I thought such events might
prove interesting.
The novelty of the situation, how
ever, promptly wore thin. As it be
came increasingly certain that I would
be called to testify in the case, I per
ceived some difficult complications.
I was eager to substantiate my arti
cles and to deny any charges'’of “ col
lusion.” On the other hand, as a re
porter, I was committed to shielding
significant information about anony
mous key sources. This I intended to
do. With no real experience in such
matters, it became clear that I could
benefit from legal guidance.

The State of Oregon eventually
prevailed in the case. The court ruled
that restitution be paid to “ wronged
consumers” by the prosecuted dating
club officials. But attorneys for the
dating club injected another legal
strategy—a libel/slander suit against
the Oregonian, the Oregon Journal
and me for nearly two million dollars.
Havirtg but a few hundred dollars
to my name, I knew that I might have
trouble coming up with my share of
the money. Aware, however, that my
articles were precise and that the li
bel/slander complaints against me
were bullshit, I wasn’t too worried.
What did worry me, profoundly,
was the realization that I was sudden
ly in legal jeopardy and obliged to de-

I had
completed a
difficult and
dangerous
investigation.
Now, when
things were
getting rough,
everyone was
scrambling to
defend their
self interests.
fend myself against the charges. And
I knew that could mean heavy legal
fees.
Directly, I contacted the editor of
the Oregon Journal. He offered little
help. Business was business, and his
was to protect the interests of the
newspaper.
In short, I was told it would be wise
for me to seek “ an attorney to repre
sent my specific exposure.” The
newspaper’s lawyers were not obligat
ed to represent me, he said, and any
legal fees I might incur would not be
re-imbursed. “ Welcome to the adult
world,” said the editor.
I was appalled. I had completed a
difficult and dangerous investigation,
that scored an important story for the
newspaper. Now, when things were
getting rough, everyone involved was
scrambling to defend their self-inter
ests. And I was left in the lurch. A
conspicuous irony emerged. The
Illustration by Steve Winkenwerder
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newspaper got its story, the Attorney
General got a successful prosecution,
the “ wronged consumers” were ap
pointed restitution by the court. . .
and I got a persistent headache.
Over a 12 month period, I had lost
time and wages sorting my way
through subpoenas and depositions.
Now, after being paid just $200 for
the story, I was obligated to pay con
ceivably thousands of dollars in legal
fees to defend myself against ground
less charges. I felt bewildered, ex
ploited, and abandoned.

A fterm ath
God may watch over the pure in
heart, but few others do, 1 regrettably
perceived.
I contacted the ACLU. They were
no help. I talked to Legal Aid. They
were unable to assist, “ having no ex
pertise in such matters.” So, with
only a few hundred dollars to live on,
and a seething heart, I went shopping
for a lawyer.
I did spend money on legal advice.
But eventually I found an attorney
who generously offered to represent
me for free. This attorney had read
the articles, listened to my tale of
woe, and committed himself to a

potentially lengthy legal struggle on
my behalf. For his kind and timely
support, I remain eternally grateful.
Having gained legal representation,
my anxiety slackened. 1 knew my arti
cles were solid. I had nothing to fear.
A wiser man, but sadder, I have
emerged from the whole experience a
more cautious journalist. I remain
concerned about vulnerabilities inher
ent in news gathering, especially for
freelance writers.
However unfair or unsuccessful, a
legal suit is punitive when a writer can
be mauled to death in legal proce
dures and wiped out in legal fees.
These are hardly incentives to accept
challenging investigative assignments.
I would hope that most newspapers
stand behind their writers, freelance
or otherwise, when the game gets
rough. But I know now not to expect
it.
I also know I will not proceed with
a story of this nature again without
some form of libel/slander insurance
coverage. And maybe a gun.
Somewhere along the way, the law
suit against me was dropped. Some
where along the way, I began an alter
native career. I play rock-and-roll
music. Now 1’11 probably get sued for
driving the neighbors crazy. At least
I’ll know who my friends are.
■
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OLUCHE IS
GIVING THE BIG
BOYS FITS, HEIS
SCARING THEM
TO SUCH A N
UNFUNNY
DEGREE THAT A
VIGILANTE-TYPE
GROUP CALLED
“HONOR OF THE
POLICE"DID NOT
HESITA TE TO
MURDER RENE
GORLIN,
COLUCHES
CAMPAIGN
DIRECTOR,

end

THECEB

\fO R L IN X BODY
WAS FOUND IN
AN EM PTYLO T
WITH TWO
BULLETS IN HIS
NECK, COLUCHE
HIMSELF
RECEIVES DAILY
DEATH-THREATS
FROM THE SAME
GROUP, HE ALSO
GETS ABUNDANT
CORRESPOND
ENCE
IN D IG N A N TLY^
CONDEMNING HIS

Florence Souchet
translated from the French
by Richard Wiltshire

LANG
UAGE AND IDEAS,

HAT’S going on in the fair

W

kingdom of France? It seems
that for the first time since the socalled glorious year of 1968—when
B ill
French university students triggered a
general strike—a fresh wind is ruf
fling that old democratic system on
the other side of the Atlantic.
Presidential elections are ap 
clown, who is putting politics at the
proaching, and the classical images of
service of his trade!
the gentlemen who make policy are
This is a clown who says “ no” not
reappearing on the TV screen, each
only to inflation, to the energy crisis,
looking—as well as he can manage—
to government scandals, but also to
more chipper than the other, each
the whole posture of the professional
taking pot-shots at the other, each
politicians. To support this clown,
trying to peddle his latest solution to
whose name is Coluche (suggesting
get France and the French out of the
vaguely the word coqueluche—
economic swamp, each trying to con
“ whooping cough” ), is to reject the
vince the electorate that he is indis
rules of the political game.
pensable.
But if Reagan, the cowboy, played
But lo and behold, in the very mid
his western scenario in suit and tie,
dle of this parade of three-piece suits
Coluche is playing the clown’s role
with tie there ap p ears.. .a clown! A
dressed for the part. However, this is
real one. A clown with a red nose and
a clown who has unusual things to
deliberately asinine air, wearing a Tsay. And is saying them in a manner
shirt and striped overalls. And he is
that shocks the majority, amuses
running for president!
quite a few and, over the long run, is
Well, after all, the United States
scaring certain folks. For the first
elected a cowboy, a ham actor who
time since ’68, somebody is trying to
can make people laugh or cry when
puncture the balloon, throwing rocks
necessary, one trained to assume the
at the Untouchables. Someone is at
proper tone and who has put his trade
tacking politicians and politics itself.
at the service of politics. So France
“ Politicians,” says Coluche, “ are
will shortly render its judgment on a

IS THIS MAN THE NEXT PRESIDENT
OF FRANCE?
like Camembert cheese: they stink too
much to swallow.” And, by exten
sion, so does the whole notion of
wealth, the state and its police. He
plays the democratic game only to
dismantle its mechanism, to expose
its guts to ridicule. And he doesn’t
mince words.
Direct and crude throughout, he is
acting like a collective conscience. He
uses ideas of the intellectuals of May
’68, but rids them of their weight of
tired verbiage. His language is the
slang of the streets complete with its
crudities and violence, and he says
out loud what Frenchmen are really
thinking but won’t dare utter: name
ly, their being fed up with parties and
politics, their disgust with a so-called
democratic system that some are al
ready beginning to label “ The mon
archy of King Giscard” and that
others call a “ soft fascism.”
Coluche denounces the scandals of
the gang that has dominated the polit

ical scene for years, but he does it,
not as usual opposition parties with
delicate allusion and demagogic care
not to lose any votes but by short,
club-like sentences that are under
stood by even those who don’t want
to understand. For example, in point
ing out the mounting abuse of au
thority, he states: “ The last year I
counted, there were more people shot
by police than by gangsters.” (In this
connection, he has just made a movie
with the actor Gerard Depardieu
called Inspector Screw-up, which lets
the police have it with both barrels.)
rels.)
Coluche has thus made a lot of
friends in a hurry. In December,
1980, a poll showed him to be the
choice of 16% of the electorate.
Where were these votes coming from?
First of all, from the young; but also
from those who wouldn’t vote at all,
if he weren’t a candidate and who
have suddenly realized that they are
not alone in being fed up with scandal
and corruption. They want to break
their silence. (Is this a new form of
politicization?) There are also those
who had voted for Brice Lalande and

guitars • amps • drums
• sound systems •
authorized music man dealer

horseshoe music co.
2419 se 39th
portland, Oregon
(503) 235*7095
16324 sw bryant
lake oswego
(503) 635*6799
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his “ ecologists,” the ticket which in
the last election got the support of
those who were weary of the pap
handed out by the four major parties.
[The Big Four are: the Gaullists,
headed by Jacques Chirac, Mayor of
Paris; the Republicans, under Presi
dent Valery Giscard d’Estaing; the
Socialists of Francois Mitterand; and
the Communists led by Georges Marchais. All are well integrated into the
French political system.] But Coluche
has also, according to the polls,
picked up 2 percentage points from
Mitterand, 1 from President Giscard
and /i point from Marchais.
So those who in the beginning were
laughing at Coluche’s candidacy are
now gritting their teeth. The Big Four
are starting to realize that they are
facing an adversary whom they can’t
hit back at with their traditional
methods. Outside of the political
game, Coluche does not readily offer
himself to techniques of political crit
icism. The major candidates are also
afraid that if they try to attack him,

they’ll simply give his candidacy more
importance, and that they might well
put themselves into the role of the
white-faced, sad clowns of the tradi
tional circus, the ones who feed the
gag lines to the funny one; and who
among the major candidates wants to
be the one to put into the limelight the
crazy clown at the risk of becoming a
sour-pussed pagliaccio himself?
Coluche, therefore, is giving the
big boys fits. He is scaring them to
such an unfunny degree that a vigi
lante-type group called “ Honor of
the Police” did not hesitate to murder
Rene Gorlin, Coluche’s campaign di
rector. Gorlin’s body was found in an
empty lot with two bullets in his neck.
Coluche himself receives daily death
threats from the same group. He also
gets abundant correspondence indig
nantly condemning his language and
his ideas. Moreover, two of the stateowned radio stations in the Paris area
have closed their broadcasts to him,
and television (also state controlled)
has refused to show his face since

Christmas.

H

IS electoral campaign from the

beginning has been supported
by two satiric journals of the
left: Charlie Hebdo and Hara-Kiri.
Liberation, a more serious far-left
newspaper, had also permitted the
daily publication of C oluche’s
“ Days.” At the end of last Novem
ber, they censured him for going be
yond the limits of vulgarity and ma
chismo, but they have continued to
give him coverage.
Coluche, clearly, is not exactly a
gentle soul. Intellectuals, even on the
left, have criticized his lack of tact—
for they, too, have gotten their share
of brick-bats from him. But Coluche
has chosen his street language in or
der to reach the man in the street;
should he be reproached for that? It’s
his very lack of finesse that permits
him to get his point across.
One of the criticisms leveled at him
is that his whole campaign is just a

publicity stunt. (He is, after all, a
professional comedian.) It’s true that
his public appearances have been rak
ing in the money, and there are long
lines for his movies. Other candidates
who have trouble funding two to
ultra
three free public appearances a day
are exasperated by Coluche who
charges admission to his!
Another criticism is that he has at
times gotten caught up in the political
game he has denounced. He’s been a
little preachy in several articles and
has spoken as solid citizen, not as
clown, on France’s foreign policy.
But should he be blamed for that? At
all events, whether he is attacked for
being a clown or for being serious,
it’s clear that people criticize only
that which merits attention.
AN Coluche radically alter the

C

political reality in France?
Could he actually become president?
No. Coluche neither seeks nor wants
power. For, as he notes regretfully,
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“ Power can only express itself
through repression.” He has made it
clear that if by some fluke the elec
tions gave him the chance to govern,
he would refuse.
Is he the leader of a new party? No.
He calls himself the candidate of
those who’ve been left behind, of the
marginal, of the disgusted: “ homo
sexuals, taxi drivers, laundresses,
farm ers, women, young people,
transvestites, ex-communists, old
people.” But he speaks strictly for
himself. He gives them no overall
program to follow as he calls upon
minorities to take action on their
own. His status as clown permits him
to say: “ Screw you!” to the old sys
tem but without having to put some
thing new in its place. From him,
nothing is going to be institutional
ized.
On the other hand, he is creating a
new way of looking at the political
parade. You can imagine what an ef
fect it would have for Coluche to go
on television between Giscard and

Mitterand, sharing their status. His
face would eclipse those of the com
petition!
Coluche is also exorcising a French
electorate so blase as to ignore prob
lems such as the famous scandals
which have implicated the leading
government family. The gift of dia
monds to Giscard from the deposed
tyrant Bokhara and the murder of De
Broglie, possessor of damning infor
mation against ex-Interior Minister
Poniatowski had been accepted as
part of everyday life.
Up to now people have looked to
the choice of a candidate or to the
vote for a new constitution as the
only means of political action.
They’ve repressed their desire to re
volt against the political status quo,
their indignation awaiting a catalyst.
If Coluche is acting within the institu
tional framework, it is only to outwit
and overthrow it; for his “ candida
cy” is an “ anticandidacy” par excel
lence, a ferocious attack against the
elections themselves. To vote for Co-

luche is to reject the language, the
techniques and the faces of the tradi
tional leaders and the whole hypocrit
ical show, which is moving France
slowly but surely down the road to to
talitarianism. His may be the only
way of avoiding, for lack of other so
lutions, a terrorism Italian style in an
swer to government repression and
the inertia of the opposition parties.

Coluche now has 16% of the vote,
1% less than the Communist Party.
This is already an achievement. But
even more important, 50% to 60% of
the electorate looks on him with fa
vor. And even if this percentage then
votes for Giscard or Mitterand, they
will no longer do so out of convic
tion. The clown will have the last
laugh.
■
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"It’s taken me 53 years
to make a cookie this
crumby.”
“You may be asking yourself
how it could take 53 years to
make a crumby cookie. Well, it
took a lot of hard work. After all,
Michelangelo didn’t paint the Mona
Lisa in a day. And you can quote me on
that. Besides, I had other things to do.
Like taking out the trash and mowing
the lawn. Anyway, it takes time to make a
cookie this crumby. You just can’t rush into
these things. Oh sure, I could have been in a big .
hurry and done it in, say, 25 years or so. But that
would have been really pushing it. And I don’t want
to try to sell you a cookie that’s not crumby enough.
Oh well, when you bite into one of my crumby
cookies, and.you realize it’s the best darned cookie
you ever put in your mouth, you’ll see it was worth
the wait. So, try one of my crumby chocolate chip,
oatmeal and raisin, oatmeal chocolate chip or snicker
doodle cookies. Or one of my
brownies. You can find them at the
Galleria at my crumby cart on the
main floor or upstairs in my crumby
bakery. And they’re available from
my crumby cookie jars in stores all
over town. Try the crumby cookie
it took 53 years to make. And have a
crumby day.”

Have a Crumby Day.
In the Galleria
22
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TO THE CORE
lion than sexuality. For in the end the
adult has all the weapons, not just
physical strength, but knowledge, ex
perience, and the manipulative skills
gained through a lifetime.
There are plenty of adults who
would not acknowledge the power
lessness of the child they seduce, and
the film does make (his clear, but
wha( is never made clear is all of our
powerlessness in (he face of our
seducers.

By Joe Uris
L i ASC1SM and kiddie porn are bad
JL (hings. We find (hem loathsome,
most of us, though we are sometimes
drawn to the magnificent potential
for power that is in both. When
that happens, we become frightened
and pull back. We say, “ Not me. I
don’t feel these things." And some
times it’s true and sometimes it’s not.
We must see what we find so distaste
ful from the point of view of (hose
who treat these things as powerful,
compelling, needed, desired.
For a week before the made-for-TV
movie on sexual child abuse— Fallen
Angel— was shown, we and our chil
dren were urged to watch this show
on a “ crucial problem of our time.”
An evil recreation worker is por
trayed as an agent of vicious child
porn movie makers in a conspiracy
to lure a young working class girl
from her innocence into sexual activi
ty first with children and then with
adults.
Her plight of lonely desperation is
counterposed with that of her moth
er, a waitress who must tolerate (he
onslaught of flirtation and sexual
innuendoes that accompany her gath
ering of tips as a waitress. Altempling
to survive after the loss of her hus
band, she finds a new love, and her
daughter feels shut out by this man
and angered by the sexual implica
tions of the relationship. In her
confusion, the girl is seduced by a
vile pedophile (lover of children)
whose compulsive behavior is explained to the viewer in terms of a
psychiatric model that leaves him a
victim of his condition rather than a
man responsible for his actions.

A MADE-FOR-TV
TEASE
S a whole, the production is
typical of what network tele
vision has become. Fallen Angel
chickens out on the (wo issues raised
in the film: pornography and pedo
philia. The film confuses commercial
ization by child pornographers with
the lustings of men who seek child
lovers. In doing so it establishes a
conspiratorial link which oversimpli
fies the problem of men who cannot
accept or be accepted by grown up
women.
Consider this scene. The camera
lingers long and lovingly upon the

fz

sweet child. She is shown in short
shorts. She is shown fin ally. . . gasp
. . .removing her bathing suit for the
lecher. The camera dwells on her dis
tressed face. Her eyes tear. Y ou can
see in this child the wrenching heart
break of a decision against all that
Mom has taught and all that she
knows about society and her need for
love. . . a victim for sure.
Her hands go up; she unties the
strap; the suit comes down; our eyes
are riveted on her collar bones. In 
stead of information and analysis,
we are offered this leering soft core,
dissected repeatedly by commercials
with grown women in slinky , reveal
ing dress hyping things for the bodies
of women which are not needed and
therefore need lots of selling.

PARANOIA IS
OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
PRODUCT

C

that w e .. .who do we get to exploit?
Only those who are powerless, more
powerless, at least, than us.

The production is typical o f what network
television has become. Fallen Angel chick
ens out on the two issues raised in the film;
pornography and pedophilia.
It is true that children have been
sex objects in many societies through
out history. In Eondon at the turn
of the century, child prostitution was
a common phenomenon. Read M y
Secret Life to understand the depths
of opportunistic sexual activity im
posed by the upper and middle classes
on a large and desperate working
class.
It was once argued in Portland
hip circles that children can actively
participate in sex with adults because
they have as much free will and as
many rights as adults. Free will and
rights they have, but power is not
often vested in the hands of children.
And therefore, children cannot enter
into a sexual or any other relation
ship with an adult as an equal.
Especially sex, for no single thing
is more linked to power, possession,
muscle and desire for self gratifica-

Airtight Efficient

Li

J

rape films. One wonders what effects
they have on the weakest of us. But
in fact, they prey on the lusts that
are part of all of us. Even children.
For Freud taught us the terrible fact
that we are all sexual beings from
birth and that that impulse expresses
itself in varying degrees among the
multitude of us.
Many 13 year olds are very differ
ent from this fable’s girl, with her
chosen and well studied innocence.
Many are sexually active. They have
already discovered the value and
currency of their bodies for personal
gratification, security, pleasure and/
or financial rewards. And this confus
ing aspect of it all, how our society
has made our children grow up so
quickly, is totally ignored by the
choice of this innocent.
The pedophile who preys on this
BS has touched the very depths
innocence is portrayed as such a weak
of the nature of power without
person. Are they all like that? When
in any way describing the importance
the outraged mother ineffectually
of power in relationships. Why is the
strikes him, he cowers in the corner.
waitress forced to flirt? Yes we see it,
So you see, he is not like us, this
but what lies behind her need? Her
weak, powerless man, and yet, since
workingclassness? H e r desperate
he is one of us, we are warned to
need for money? CBS exploits us so
trust NO O N E .
that the advertisers may exploit us so

The problem of sexual use and
abuse of children existed before capi
talism and there is no certainty that
it will not survive after capitalism.
What is certain is that when men
make money by making pornography
to cater to pedophiles, they normalize
(his desire through the institutions of
(he economy.
But more importantly, when a
major television network, whose mar
ket share for (his show was no doubt
successfully high, creates child porno
graphy by exploiting the issue of child
pornography, then even more sub
stantial normalization takes place in
the process. Thus a commonly known
bu( heretofore seldom discussed phe
nomenon is given a positive and de
sirable context.
It fits in with other programs of a
similar s o rt.. .last year's hitchhiking
movie and (he year before's spate of

SEDUCED AND
ABANDONED
1 /1 / E are left with a world of
F r
simple models which rarely
show any congruence to the complex
ities of reality . In the end, all are de
humanized in this production, and
(he activities that are so decried are
the only things that hold our atten
tion.
selves, and the problem does not go
away. We (urn our faces from it even
as some of us are drawn to it, and
in the end the exploiters continue Io
get rich, albeit perhaps not with chil
dren, perhaps with lipsticks or deo
dorants instead, and we continue to
wait, helpless, victims of the mighty
forces that surround us to whom we
obediently turn our eyes when we are
lonely or awake with nothing but time
on our hands.
But here is CBS doing a good
thing, dealing with a real problem.
W hy object? Because it isn’ t the right
way. W hat is needed is an accurate
presentation of what it is that we
object to. And to this end a little
playlet is not the solution. We should
meet, and hear from the very people
who make the crime. In their own
words. And (hat, of course, is not
allowed on T V .
■
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with four doors—two removable front doors and
screen for fire viewing pleasure and two side
doors.
The tilted firebrick-lined base plate for
safer loading holds a large 24” log.
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MADE
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Abortion is safe and legal when provided in a clinic setting. The Portland
Women’s Health Center is a non-profit, women-controlled clinic provid
ing gynecological health care screenings, birth control, pregnancy screen
ing, abortion, and referral information. Fees are on a sliding scale.
Welfare, insurance, and credit cards are accepted. For further informa
tion call:

P o rtla n d W o m e n ’s H e a lth C e n te r
Women’s Choice Clinic
WE HAVE MOVED TO:
6510 SE Foster
Portland, Oregon 97206
(503) 777-7044
New Hours: 9:00am-5:00pm
Some evening clinics

1400 Southeast Stark
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Charts and Analyses
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BY LENNY DEE

W

RITING a sports column for a Quarterly is a lot like watching outdoor soc
cer. . .all foreplay and no follow-through.
Timely stories fade with the regularity of spring phenoms. In the hopes of
getting a groundswell of public support for my plight and a regular column in
the Journal, here are highlights and lowlights of recent stories ignored, ill-cov
ered or misunderstood.

1

) lf Earl Campbell seriously wants to improve the lot of his fellow teammates
he could donate the additional 400g’s a year he’s asking for to the 2nd string
Oilers toiling at close to the minimum. I’m sure Earl could become team cap
tain with that as a platform.

HAIR ODESSEY

Doris

Hair Creations

Carol

3549 SE Hawthorne
233-0964
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2 ) T h e press ought to go into my friends’ living rooms before they label NBC’s
soundless telecast of the Dolphin-Jet game a brave, unique experiment in sports
journalism. Everyone I know has been tuning out the inane patter of the Gow
dys for years. Watching Lynn Swann pirouette through the air with the great
est of ease or Jim Plunckett plucking a few Eagle feathers for his cap is quite a
joy when backed by Springsteen, Weather Report, or even Blondie. Any veter
an fan knows more than the supposed experts and if you miss a play there are
always two, three or more replays from every angle.

3)

Someone on the local dailies might want to talk to John Holden, coordina
tor of the Regional Specatator and Convention Facilities Task Force. When
asked why a $1.5 million extension of the stadium roof was needed when the fa
cility only fills beyond the covered seats for the annual Pirate visit, Mr. Holden
suggested that the choice seats needed to be covered for baseball, since the
Beavers were playing on an all-weather surface. When queried, Mr. Holden
was astonished to find out that even with an all-weather surface, baseball was
not played in the rain.

A ■■ 1
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| 32nd & SE Division

5)

Or for that matter how the NBA writers could vote Dr. J over Jamaal
Wilkes or Rick Barry on the all-time team. Jamaal can only shoot, rebound,
pass and play defense better than the Doctor—while Barry has the small honor
of being the only player since Bill Russell came into the league to lead a club to
the NBA championship without a dominating center.
As for Julius, he has rewritten the rule books with his IVi steps to the hoop,
his skying has set longevity records, and his defense has allowed Bobby Gross
to develop a rep that has been essential in extending his career. Don’t get me
wrong—the Dr. can shake—but not well enough to bake a championship.
6 )w h ic h brings us to a man who if healthy is going to change the recipe for
roundball. Before the coming of Magic Johnson, kids growing up in the play
ground would model their games after the best at their respective positions.
When they mature, you wonder if a Marques Johnson will be another Elgin
Baylor, can Ralph Sampson top Kareem, is Dr. Dunkenstein going to become
as good as Oscar. All great questions for the hot stove league but with the com
ing of Magic Johnson and his capability of playing all-star ball at all five posi
tions, the game is going to go through a metamorphosis. Positions will no long
er be important. The seven foot phenoms of tomorrow will be dribbling like
Cousy, forever hanging in the air a la Elgin, rebounding with the power of
Wilt, shooting with the pure form of West and playing with the third eye of an
Oscar.
If Magic is healthy, LA will become the first club since Russell’s Celtics to re
peat as champions. Ther£ are only four clubs with the speed, shooting, boards
and defense to win the whole shootin’match. In the East, Philly, Boston, and
Milwaukee are preparing to pound each other unmercifully for a month or so,
leaving the battered victor easy pickens for a slick Laker machine that moves
-the ball up and down the court like a well-played pinball game, forever keeping
the elusive orb in play, scoring at will, and snatching victory from the jaws of
defeat.

5 AM-2 PM Mon.-Fri.

233-9265
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4 )N e x t time there’s a story on the NBA’s troubles, it might be useful to ask
how much the league can improve with a leader who as chairman of the Demo
cratic Party could win only one state against the likes of Richard Milhous Nix
on.

HOMEMADE CINNAMON ROLLS*

EUROPEAN STYLE CHOCOLATES, CAKES AND PASTRIES
Gift Certificates Available • Chocolates available by the piece or pound
Steven McCullough
Joseph Vasquez

1971 W. Burnside • Portland
503/295-0811

Solar & W eatherization Specialists
REMODELING
Kitchen, Bath, G arage, Deck or Add On
Free estim ates gladly given.
No job too large or too sm all.
Call Bob Lavorato or John Poling
Portland 224-3698
Vancouver (206) 574-1268
With this Ad

20% off any hair service

Stark Raving Hail
complete salon services
for men and women
Brien Ragan
Early morning and late evening appointments
310 S.W. Stark 225-1225

7)R em em ber that’s George Pasero, Oregon Journal, 1320 SW Broadway,
Portland, OR 97201.

S AY it isn’t so, Ralph. Tell me you had the Beavers flyin’ so high that they
took the wings off the powder puff Bluejays and made them walk back to
Manhattan, Kansas or Moscow, Idaho or wherever they’re from.
Tell me you didn’t treat the game as a 9th grade math assignment and just
shook your head when the boys failed to do something right, while Jack Hart
man had his team primed for a fight. Did you forget that games are won or lost
by how much adrenalin is running through the blood stream as well as by the
execution of x’s and o’s?
You really didn’t fail to call time out when Kansas State made its charge...
letting them cut an 11 point lead to 3 and gain the momentum. Was that really
a mediocre man-to-man defense we played when our superb zone defense
would have led to more turnovers and a break in the offensive cold spell?
That wasn’t you who let Kansas State run down the clock for 2 minutes
without fouling their weakest shooter and instead let Olympian Orlando
Blackman have the final say.
Tell me I’m dreamin’, Ralph—that we’re in the final four in Philly—goin’
after that neo-Nazi from Indiana.. .and we’re showin’ the rest of the country
what good b-ball is about. Letting them know we’re not a bunch of hayseeds
waiting for the rain to fall. Tell me you wanted this game so bad, that these
youngins you’ve been nurturing for four years played with a passion rarely
seen'on the silver screen.. .that you didn’t look like a condemned man on
death row waiting for the guillotine to fall. Say it isn’t so, Ralph.
■
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Just For the Health
of It, a unique place
In Portland which
offers the
enjoyment of an
ancient world-wide
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relaxation. Fifteen
separate and selfcontained suites
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to ensure privacy
and undisturbed
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hot tub, shower,
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deep cleansing of
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THE OLD FOLKS
We Shall
Becom e Them
Walt Curtis

Spirit is the only thing that counts. The body
is weak. The body is frail; it ages and dies.
My w hiskery stubble is white. My hair has a flash of gray in it. I feel like I might dye it within the next
few years. I ’m too young to have gray hair, only approaching 40. Forty years old—oh how the mind pauses
at the pronouncement of the number. Christ died and resurrected at 33, or so they say. Jack Benny never
got older than 39. It’s enough to drive you to drink, or religion, or satyrism , or a massage parlor. When I
look in the mirror on some wet Portland mornings, don’t I feel a bit like Dorian Gray, Oscar Wilde’s alter
ego and protagonist who was terrified of growing old?
Even though my skin isn ’t tissue paper, nor are my bones yet as brittle as toothpicks, I feel the
gerontological struggle coming on. The writing which follows is a personal essay, an interview with a
young man who worked in a nursing home, and with others concerned about reform. There’ll be a bit of
investigative journalism here, Curtis-style. My mother, worthy woman that she is, will get to say her piece.
She despises the idea of nursing homes, and feels the owners of most of them should be shot!
My Mother Condemns Nursing Homes

We were having a fam ily conversation at home. My brother Wayne, his wife, mom and myself. We were
talking about Mrs. B— who suffered a stroke and couldn’t walk. She stayed with my sister Cleo and her
husband Ted, for almost a year. It became impossible, and they had to place her in a home.
Mom Nursing homes are a disgrace to the American people! They put these elderly people in them. Some
of them, like Ted’s mother, I can understand— She’s had a stroke. She can’t walk, it takes two people to get
her on her feet, so they just let her sit or lay in bed all day!
Sometimes, like six o’clock on Sunday, when Ted and Cleo go to visit her, she’s already zonked out
because they’ve given her a pill or two.
Wayne Do they give them drugs?
Mom Of course, they do! They give them pills to put them to sleep.
Wayne To make their jobs easier?
Mom I imagine. They never pay their help. It isn ’t the fault of the help. They don’t hire enough people,
and they don’t pay them enough.
Wayne asks the name of the home. Mom replies, “ It’s one of those nifty names. Like Bide-A-Wee, you
know— or Golden Age. Golden Goose I call them! The elderly—they get the golden goose’’ Wayne says Ron
Wyden has made a political issue out of nursing homes. The Gray Panthers, too, are trying to change
things.
Mom countersthis optimism by saying, “ I think he’s trying. But I don’t know if he’s made any
changes—because see, if the public doesn’t get aroused there w on’t be any changes!”
They discuss the high costs of keeping her there. Eleven hundred dollars a month! It seems like
somebody’s making a lot of money. Mom says that people “ invest” in these homes. They are run like a
chain grocery store.
As soon as Ted and Cleo put Mrs. B— in the home, her wedding ring and engagement ring were stolen. The
management said they couldn’t do anything about it. Mom, who listens to the talk shows a lots, as do many
elderly people, said that w asn’t an uncommon thing. Worse things have happened.
Mom Maybe I shouldn’t repeat this. It sounds just awful. Some people are starting to speak up, but not
very many! But one day this lady called in and said—
If the elderly are wearing rings, it has been known that “ they” will even amputate the finger to get the
rings.
Wayne Oh, mother, I ’ve heard those things too. But are they true?
Mom They will put them in the hospital for some reason—
And amputate the finger to get the ring?? Ha, ha! (I break out in loud nervous laughter.) Do you
me
want to go in a nursing home,, when you get older?
Mom Well, I tell y a — That would be the cut-off point, for me.
me — You don’t think yo u ’d survive in a hursing home?
Mom Oh, I ’d will m yself to go— if I could. I ’d sure try!
A Nursing Home Empire

A shoe salesman from Molalla, named Edward Charapata, in less than a decade built up a six-million
dollar empire. He is scheduled for a federal trial on tax, Medicare and Medicaid fraud. This fascinating
story, well-researched and documented, was the lead article in the Feb. 9th issue of Willamette Week,
entitled “ Homes Sweet Homes.” I suggest you read it, if you want the details on financial abuse in the socalled nursing home “ industry.”
A nursing home may be “ decertified” by the state Nursing Home Licensing Division, but they’re not
always. Incredible as it may seem, the patients of the Eden Care Center in Troutdale sued Chaparata for
$500,000 in damages, and won. Before evidence began piling up against him, Chaparata owned a chain of
as many as eight nursing homes ih Oregon. The money he received from them he invested in a shopping
center, cattle ranches, a radio station, and apartment complexes.
WORKING IN A NURSING HOME

An aging Walt Curtis.
Layout by Eric Edwards

Let’s call him “ Joe.” When I interviewed him about working in a large 360-bed Catholic nursing home, I
promised him confidentiality. Joe is going on 21, with bright blue eyes, a beard, and a pleasant
compassionate manner. He likes people, but the job got to him. He summed it up this way:
“ Working in a nursing home, because of the condition of the patients, never will be that satisfying. The
feeling arises within you— They don’t hold it against you, because their memories aren’t that long— that
yo u ’re doing something against someone’s will. You are just like a guard in prison.”
Joe worked there for 3 or 4 months. His official position was N urse’s Aid, for which he was supposed to
have 60 hours of training. It was hard work. He strained his back, lifting and moving patients. His pay was
$3.75 per hour, but starting pay was only $3.20. He felt that his fellow workers were not very
conscientious nor well-trained.
Joe I got there at 6:30 A.M. We had to set up our carts with diapers, lotions and skin care stuff.
Suppositories.
WC The suppositories were for constipation?
Joe Yeah. They have to have a bowel movement every third day.
WC That’s a requirement? (He shakes his head yes. Earlier he told me the patients in his ward were mostly
dying ones, in their 70’s, 80’s and even 100’s, unable to clothe and bathe themselves.) So yo u ’ve got your
cart—How many patients will you visit in an 8-hour shift?
Joe If there’s enough people, you usually visit about nine (He chuckles.) You don’t visit—you take care.of
them! You wake ’em up. You change their diapers. We call them “ Attends.” A-T-T-E-N-D-S. That’s the
brand name, I guess.
WC People are wearing diapers because they can’t control their bowels? Like when they sleep at night?
Joe All day long. I usually try to get ’em on the commode so they won’t lose their functions. They don’t
really ask you or anything— If you don’t take ’em, they’ll go in their pants.

W vx I
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Some guys when they first come in there— You’d be amazed! They have a lot of dignity and still want to
take care of themselves. You wouldn’t think by the way they act—they can’t talk and stuff—that they
wouldn’t really care that much. I guess for some people it’s ingrained—
WC Who else did you take care of on your shift?
Joe One guy was 51. He fell off a telephone pole, and he was brain-damaged. Since then, he couldn’t put
sentences together. He could only speak like one word at a time, but he was real intelligent. We’d play pool
together— He took care of himself. He lived with the oldest guy on the ward who was a 101.
The 101-Year-Old M an

He seems like an interesting character. What was his first name?
Jack.
You said you showered him? You had to give the patients showers?
They have to get showers two times a week. Tuesday and Thursday. Some guys weren’t aware of
it— and some guys didn’t like it. Like Jack didn’t like it! He hated it!
WC He thought he was going to the gas ovens!
Joe He was really protective of himself. He slept with two big pillows. He had real nice canes, and he stuck
them underneath his pillows at night so no one would steal them.
But he was real generous. I mean he was a real great guy! He’d always be giving you cookies— His
daughter and some of his sons—He had nine kids— would come and visit and leave him stuff. They’d bring
him clothes. But you could tell he was really thrifty and miserly. Like with his clothes, he really didn’t
want to change ’em, even if they were d irty—because he’d worry where he’d get the next pair from!
Joe said Jack worked as a carpenter. He had been in the home about 9 or 10 years. “ He had a
colostemy— a hole in his stomach where the shit came out,” Joe mentions softly.
WC Did you get disgusted by your job? It’s an unusual one. You’re only about 20 years old.
Joe The smell of shit gets on your nerves. Sometimes you open up their Attends, and there’s shit all up
their stomach, and everything. Shit— it does something to you, man! (His voice rises.) It gets you pissed off!
When someone shits in their pants, I just get pissed off!
WC Y ou ’re angry at the person?
Joe I ’m angry. And sometimes the person feels the anger—I don’t try to take it out on anyone. Guz I don’t
like to deal with shit. Sure, I hate it! (We both laugh.)
WC Then w h y’re you working in a nursing home?
Joe I need it to survive.
WC
Joe
WC
Joe

Necessary

Do you think where you worked was a good home?
Do I think it was a good home? I don’t think nursing homes period are good!
Well, what are you gonna do with people— in this condition?
I don’t know — KILL ’EM!
No, but w hat— ? (We both laugh at the absurdity of the idea.)
Keep ’em at home! There was this one gu y— he was a banker. He was rich too. His wife had multiple
sclerosis, and she was there. She couldn’t move anything below her w aist— But he’d come to visit her. As
rich as he is, I figured he could keep her at home!
WC Couldn’t he keep himself at home? I mean, if you had the money couldn’t you basically have somebody
take care of you?
Joe I ’d let the realtives take care of people. Much longer than they do. They quit too soon.

WC
Joe
WC
Joe
WC
Joe

Is S enility Inevitable?

Elderly Americans, those past 65, fear it, but of the 24 million who are that old only 5 to 10 percent will
develop Alzheim er’s disease. Fifteen to 30 percent of so-called senile persons may be suffering from
malnutrition, infection, reactions to medicines, or diseases other than that of the brain. An elderly person
who seems to be senile may be feeling depression at the death of a spouse, be reacting to a nursing home, or
feeling extreme loneliness.
In fact, most old people don’t become senile. Many elderly persons live into their 80’s and 90’s, happy
and m entally alert.
Other Duties
WC So you change diapers? You talk with people. Straighten their pillows. What else do you do?
Joe When you go there in the morning, you have to get ’em up! You have to wake ’em up for breakfast.

Some people eat in bed, some people have to be fed. You have 3 or 4 showers to give every morning.
Then carts come, and you feed breakfast. Afterwards you get more people up. You have to get the person
dressed. Sometimes they can’t do a single thing for themselves. Sometimes they’ll resist, in a way. You’ll
have to get their shirts on, and their socks and shoes. Some guys— their legs’ll weight about a 100 pounds!
You have to lift them up and put their socks on. It’s pretty hard. (He chuckles thinking about it.)
WC Do everything, right?
Joe Their rooms usually have two people in ’em. They have a bed and a chair. Then there’s a big sun room,
at the end of the hall.
WC Do you try to get people down to the sun room once a day?
Joe Oh, some people like to go down there. Others just like to sit in their own rooms— and be left alone.
WC What’s the rest of your day like? Do you watch them?
Joe Hell, there’s no time to watch them!
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Walt’s mother, happy at home.
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OLD FOLKS
You change all th e ir s h e e ts —u s u a lly w h en th e y get a show er. You have to re s tra in a lot of people in th e ir
c h a irs —y o u know , tie ’em in th e ir c h a irs.
WC Tie th e m in th e c h a ir? W hy?
Joe Well, b e c au se —som etim es doctors give o rd e rs so th e y w o n ’t h u r t th em se lv e s—w alk a ro u n d a n d h u r t
them selves. I alw ays h a te d doing th a t.
T his one guy h e w as re a l frie n d ly —a re a l k in d p erso n . W hen you tied h im in a c h a ir, boy, all th a t frie n d ly
sm ile tu rn e d in to d istre ss. I u s u a lly took it off an d ju s t let h im ro am th e halls.
WC W hat w as th e r e s tra in t lik e? Was it a s tra p o r a belt-like th in g ?
Joe It w as ju s t a c loth th in g th a t you stic k h is a rm s th ro u g h —a n d you tie b e h in d h is c h a ir. Som etim es
th e y go u n d e rn e a th h is cro tc h too.
Some g u y s ’d be re a l good ab o u t g etting o u t of th em . W ithin a h alf h o u r th e ir a rm s w ould be w ay b ack
b e h in d th em , all co n to rted , try in g to u n tie th e se things! (He g estu res.) This one g u y —he died a w hile ago.
He h a d a stro k e o r so m eth in g a n d he c o u ld n ’t ta lk . He h ad a rea l big r e s tra in t, a rea l elab o rate one, w ith
th re e d iffe re n t k n o ts tied to th e ch a ir. H e’d be s ittin ’ on th e com m ode, a n d h is leg’d be tied to th e c h a ir, an d
th e r e ’d be s h it on h is h a n d s. B ut he ju s t h a d th a t need to ta k e care of him self!
Bed Sores

Jo e said a b e d -rid d en p a tie n t m u s t be m oved every 24 h o u rs, o r he w ill get d e c u b itu s u lce rs. “ Real
s k in n y guys, if th e y ’re re a l bony, can get th e m w h ere a bone stic k s o u t. Like on th e fe e t.” Bed so res a re
cau sed by lac k of oxygen, o r circ u la tio n , to th e s k in .
Care

You like people? Y ou’ve alw ays w o rk ed w ith people. W hy?
I h a v e n ’t h a d m u ch of a n alte rn a tiv e . I w o u ld n ’t w a n t to w o rk in a factory.
You rea lly h a v e n ’t m inded w o rk in g in a n old folks hom e, have you?
I nev er lik ed it re a lly —ex cept for th e firs t w eek w h en I w as w o rk in g w ith a n o th e r girl. We w o rk ed
to g eth er, a n d we d id n ’t have so m u ch to do. BUT YOU CAN’T TAKE CARE OF N IN E PEOPLE IN THAT
SMALL AMOUNT OF TIME!
WC T here sh o u ld be m ore sta ffin g —m ore lik e one to fo u r p a tie n ts, o r one to five.
Joe Yeah. The staffin g w as no good! F o r th a t k in d of m oney (wages) you ju s t c a n ’t get good staff.
T h e re ’s th is one old b lac k lady th a t w o rk ed th e re . She used to be like a m aid. B ut now s h e ’s w o rk in g
th e re . She’s re a l b u d d ies w ith th e n u rs e s a n d h e r s u p e rio rs. SHE REALLY INTIMIDATES GUYS. Like she
tells ’em s h e ’s go n n a th ro w ’em o u t th e w indow a n d stu ff. She h a s big w h ite te e th sh in in g o u t of h e r
face—a n d sh e la u g h s a t ’em.
I t ’s sup p o sed to b e —If you rea lly felt like h e r frie n d , y o u ’d th in k th a t w as fu n n y . But th o se guys don.’t
feel th a t frie n d sh ip fo r h e r.
WC T hey’re frig h te n e d of h e r?
Joe One tim e I w alked in to th is room , a n d th e re w as th is old Ita lia n la d y —a n d s h e ’s n o t re a l nice to h e r,
e ith e r. T hen th e r e ’s th is old re a l senile lad y w ho d o e sn ’t sa y 'a n y th in g . She w as sittin g in th e b a th ro o m on
th e to ilet—w ith th e door open a n d I w alked in th e r e —th e black lad y w as p in c h in ’ h e r nose a n d s tu ff a n d
p u llin ’ on h e r face. I ju s t w alked back out. I re a lly d id n ’t w a n t to c o n fro n t h e r.
WC
Joe
WC
Joe

The S ta ff

Jo e told m e th e m an ag em en t h ire s a n y o n e d esp erate for a job. M ost of h is fellow w o rk e rs w ere
In d o ch in ese a n d C uban refugees a n d teenage w om en, w ho w ere poorly tra in e d a n d ill-equipped to ta k e care
of p a tie n ts.
WC You felt th a t you w ere one of th e m ore co m petent w o rk e rs, because y o u w ere stro n g eno u g h to h a n d le
th e p a tie n ts a n d yo u h a d som e e m p a th y ?
Joe P a rtly I q u it because th e re w as too m u ch of a s tra in on m y back. Like th is one g u y —you d id n ’t u se a
lift on him . He w a s n ’t m u ch help, e ith e r. You h a d to p u ll h im u p , s tra ig h te n h im u p in bed, a n d t u r n h is
feet out.
I w as shocked a t th e w ay som e w o rk e rs m oved th e se people around! Moved th e m by th e b a c k of th e ir
h e a d s—(His voice rises.) in th e m ost un co m fo rtab le ways! I alw ays trie d to p u t m y h a n d ba c k u n d e r th e ir
sh o u ld e r blades. They tre a te d ’em like dead m eat.
One of th e re a so n s I d id n ’t like w o rk in g th e r e —I d id n ’t get a n y s u p p o rt fro m th e re s t of th e staff.
WC Do you th in k th e refugees w ere in capable of w o rk in g th e re because th e y c o u ld n ’t co m m u n icate—a n d
w e re n ’t tra in e d ?
Joe I w o u ld n ’t h ire ’em! You got to be able to sp e ak to people. You have to be able to com m unicate.
If you h ire som eone w ho c a n ’t co m m u n icate w ith y o u r p a tie n ts, you sh o u ld be p re tty a sh am e d of
you rself. T hen to say you rea lly care a b o u t th e p a tie n ts ’ w elfare—i t ’s rid ic u lo u s.
Showers
Joe They s it in th ese c h a irs —all th e m en a n d w om en. T hey’re like a com m ode w ith w heels, you can have a
bow el m ovem ent in th e re , if you need to.
I s ta n d b e h in d th is w all of tiles, i t ’s o nly a b o u t so h ig h (He g e stu re s)—so m y p a n ts w o n ’t get w et. You
t u r n on th e show er, a d ju s t th e te m p e ra tu re , a n d y o u ’re su p p o sed to w atch th e p a tie n ts.
WC How long sh o u ld th e y be in th e sh o w er?
Joe I t ’s n o t a m a tte r of how lo n g —i t ’s how m u ch you get done! You have to sham poo th e ir h a ir a n d w ash
th e ir s k in —a n d th e m o st im p o rta n t th in k , I th in k , is to re a lly d ry ’em! B ecause th e y can get fu n g u s
grow ing betw een th e ir toes a n d stu ff.
WC Oh, you have to d ry th em , too! T heir gen itals a n d e v ery th in g ?
Joe You have to raise th e ir b re a s ts u p —a n d you w a sh betw een th e ir legs—

DINNER ICKBKKET IHEATRE

The Pub Theatre
show calendar
M ar. 20-April 18 E veryth in g In th e G arden
April 2 3 -Ju n e 13 Cabaret
W ednesdays- Pub Theatre V ariety Show 8 :0 0 p .m .
CALL FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS
224-1431

Dinner before the show upstairs at
The Gathering Place
1900 N.W. 2 7th (& U pshur)

You're invited to one of them.
Belinda's
Dining from 6 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday
8324 SE 17th

Old Sellwood

Chef/Proprietor
—Ross Pullen
232-6606

10 min. from downtown via Sellwood Bridge
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SPIRITS LIFTED HERE!

NOW YOU CAN TAKE IT OUT
OR EAT IT HERE!

□ bouquets •centerpieces •ribbons •satin bows

WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE CREST

COMPLETE DELI

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER & WINE
SUB SANDWICHES & SALADS
co
e

BALLOONS UNLIMITED
“a touch of magic”

I
Q

241-2244

&

|

|

Karen O ’Malley Kevin White

=

CALL AHEAD
YOUR ORDER WILL
BE READY WHEN
YOU ARRIVE

I
VISA

merci bouquets •flowers •baskets •balloon

TO GO

HOURS
TUES-WED-THURS-SUN
4 PM - 10 PM
FRI & SAT
5 PM - 12 MIDNIGHT
CLOSED M O NDAY

232-2812
2239 St HAWTHORNE W.

Papa Haydn
Fine European Pastries
Beer Wine

FIRST FAST FOOD VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT

*

Daily: 11-9 pm
Sunday: 12-9

2929 SE Powell Blvd.
238-4336

• MADAME ROSE
palm peddler & advisor
all situations & problems
LOVE! FINANCE! & the
FUTURE!*all readings
confidential*

call for appt. 233-9662*

Old Town Studio*

Traditional
Cards at:
SALUTATIONS
214 & W. 8th AVE,
PORTLAND, OR 87205
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216 NW Couch

Provocative
5829 S.E. Milwaukie
Tues-Thurs 11:30am to 11pm
Fri-Sat 11:30am to 12 mid
Closed Sunday & Monday
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OLD FOLKS
WC Really? You do? (We both laugh.) No wonder you work there, kid! You LIKE old people! Far out. This
m ust give you a feeling of power— like being God or something?
Joe No, man.
When I ’m w ashin’ somebody like that, I don’t think too much else about their bodies— except like I
would washing a baby’s body.
I let anyone that can do it wash their own genitals. But it really stinks down there, especially if they have
a foreskin. It’s stinky!
I don’t think the women (workers) wash them. They don’t know anything about penises, probably.
WC God, yo u ’re a perfectionist! You really get right down on the job and do it.
Joe Shit— everybody makes a big deal about shaving someone. I say, keeping them comfortable is more
important. I don’t mind if they miss a shower. I they get a good shower once a week, that’s enough.
I don’t think the nurses do a good enough job of checking to see if things get done!
Joe and I conclude the conversation. He felt demoralized by what he saw in nursing homes. He said,
“ Working with these people makes you really wonder what it means to be human. When you are sitting
there feeding them, you ask yourself what it means to be a person. What separates these people from a dog
run over in the streets?” They no longer have choices. When the mental life and personality is gone, does it
make sense to force the physical part of the person to remain alive?
Joe particularly felt sorry for the older women patients. He said the female workers gave better care to
the old men, but sort of ignored the older women. Because they saw their fate in them? Because he was the
only male attendant in the entire hospital, he felt he behaved more tenderly toward them.
Granny Beating
Abuse of the elderly—whether verbal, psychological or physical— “ granny beating,” if you will, affects
as m any as a million elderly Americans. Are the kids trying to rip-off Mom and Dad’s property in these
financially pressed times? Are they just sick of putting up with an old person in the house who needs 24hour-a-day caretaking? Perhaps the children were abused by the parent and now they are getting even?
The Coalition For Better Nursing Home Care
At the Wheel of Fortune restaurant in NW Portland, I spoke with M arty Lenke. She is a small, biondish,
active woman with blue eyes and an expert in the field. She is also the executive director of the Hospice of
Greater Portland. For the last 16 years she has been involved with the problems of old people. “ What would
you want people to do?” I asked her.
“ First of all, give a damn,” she stated briskly. “ If everyone cared about older people, the situation would
be all over. But people have avoided facing up to their own mortality. They don’t want to visit a nursing
home, because they are looking themselves in the face. ’ ’
M arty Lenke has been active with the Oregon’s Citizens Coalition for Better Nursing Home Care (PO Box
6402, Portland 97208). I quote from their recent testimony before the Oregon State Legislature: “ There
are 14,981 beds in Oregon’s 190 nursing homes. Eighty-six percent are profit-making, 11% are non-profit,
and 3% are government-owned. Nursing home revenues are conservatively placed at 180 million dollars
per year. In 1981, the Department of Human Resources estimates the 9,000 beds occupied by Medicaid
recipients w ill cost the state 100 million dollars.”
M arty continues:
“ The population of the United States is getting older. In 10 or 15 years, there will be a big explosion. A huge
demand on services. There will be a lot more people in nursing homes. We as a society have not yet
made a commitment to taking care of these people. We are just now beginning to realize it’s a major
problem.” She recommends the book Unloving Care by Bruce Viadeck.
In 1979, two bills were passed in the state legislature: The nursing Home Patients Bill of Rights
guarantees human and civil rights, and the N. H. Patients Abuse Bill— surprisingly enough— makes it
against the law to beat up patients!
There are two lobbyists for nursing home bills working with the coalition: Anita Paulsen and Terry Ann
Rogers (phone 223-7502). Call them if you wish to become politically active or are seeking legal advice.
The Human Spirit
What does it mean to be a human being? Are we only rational anim als? Do we have souls? Does our spirit
escape at death when our bodies are recycled?
Mom and I were talking about the Bible. She has great faith in it. I don’t. “ In terms of world history, the
era of the Bible,” I said rather harshly, “ represents a pimple on the ass of creation! There is a hell of a lot of
hum an behavior not taken into account by the Bible.” We’re raising our voices, arguing.
“ If everyone followed the ten commandments, and lived by them ,” she replied, “ this world would be a
lot better place. But people don’t do it. I think human beings were not meant to know it all.”
“ I believe,” she continued quite sincerely and heroically, given the conditions of her health and the
difficulties she has suffered, “ we have ’a spirit’ which continues when you die. I have faith. People know
that spirits exist. There is more than what we see here on earth. The confusion, wars, the way people are
mixed up— your generation doesn’t know it all, using drugs and being free and easy with your morals.
Scientists don’t know anything, either!” She hammered home her point, “ You don’t have any answers
better than those in the Bible.’ ’
On another occasion, I was discussing the problem of aging with m y mother, I said, “ When my health
fails, I ’d consider taking a pill and committing suicide.”
She answered, “ It might not be as easy as you th in k —to do it. The will to live is very strong. I don’t want
to be kept alive by artificial means, but I don’t want to be put to sleep either.”

WC

DeNicolas'
Restaurants
Mrs. DeNicola and her family invite you to the DeNicolas'
Restaurants. The DeNicolas prepare each entree with fine in
gredients. . . from recipes they brought with them from Italy.
They serve the kind of Italian food you've been looking for.

D EN ICOLAS

D ONATA ' S R ESTAURANT

D EN ICOLAS' W EST

2 3 4 -2 6 0 0
3 5 2 0 SE P OWELL

2 2 7 -1 1 0 3
5 01 N W 21 ST

6 3 8 -8 4 2 8
18791 S W M ARTINAZZI

T UALATIN

From

DELPHINA’S
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CONFUSED,
PERPLEXED,
FRUSTRATED’
CONFUSED

by

ALL THE STEREO STORES
OFFERING
SPECIAL
SALES A N D BEST BUYS?

PERPLEXED

by

THE CLAIMS OF A JILLION STEREO MANU
FACTURERS?

FRUSTRATED by
SLICK SALESMEN TRY
ING TO SELL YOU A PRE
PACKAGED
STEREO
SYSTEM?

WELL THEN,

visit
th e A udio A lternative, a
store dedicated to music that
sounds th e same com ing out
o f your stereo as it did going
in.
There are no special sales or
best buys — just the finest
stereo com ponents available.
W e d o n ’t m ake claims — we
just let you listen.
You w on’t find any slick
salesmen — just Dave H er
ren, th e owner, w ho’s friendly, unassum ing, and very
know ledgeable.

So come in, sit down and
listen for as long as you like.
Ask questions? Learn to let
your ears be the judge.

B e Audio
1710 N.E. 42ND
34

281-7848

escential lotions ond oils

HAVING TROUBLE
FINDING THE RECORDS YOU LI K E -

Custom Scenting
60 Escential Perfume Oils
• Massage oils
• Lotions for all skin types
• Bubble baths & bath oils
U nique g ift item s

u n d e r fiv e d o lla rs

Tues-Sat 10-5:30
1
727 N.W. 21st Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97209^

WILLAMETTE RECORD HOUSE
is Portland’s unique record ordering service. We’ll get virtually
any record or tape you want, in any category, domestic or im
port, at 50<t to $2.00 below record store prices. In addition, we
publish a monthly classical newsletter full of new releases, buy
ing guides, and other information. To learn more, or to place an
order, call or write:
(503) 288-3698 PO Box 12501 Portland, OR 97212
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DRIVINMY
LIFE AWAY
BYLARRYADAMS

A
imost noonontheNevadadesert, early
spring, two-lane Highway 50 between

Austin and Eureka, alone in the middle of
nowhere: I’ve got the cummins350Turbo
cranked to 2400 in the high hole, 42-foot
reefer van piled to the celling with
grocery bags for Grand Junction riding
solid and smooth behind, co-drlver
snoring in the sleeper, Lacy J. Dalton on
the tape deck, harsh bright overcast
outside, haven’t seen a car in miles,
hubometer clicking away dropping
quarters in my pocket, road stretching
out straight and empty for thirty miles
before it rises to another pass over
another dark ridge of basalt mountains.
Ten miles down the road there’s
some dust billowing from a depres
sion. I mark it absently. The tape
runs out. I flip it over, check the
gauges, turn the heater down a notch,
light another cigarette. The tape runs
out again and I don’t feel like rum
maging for another, so I switch on
the CB. All I can hear is broken up
chatter from up on Highway 40. Try
the radio. This hour of the morning
even KGA’s a patch of static on the
dial.
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The 4WD pickup materializes out
of nowhere on the right shoulder,
bouncing from a gully spewing sand,
and slews onto the highway less than
a hundred yards in front of me.
Time slows to a crawl as I land on
the air, eyes flicking from the pickup
ahead to the swaying trailer 'in the
m irror, smoke pouring from the
brakes, cab rattling as the trailer pin
slams repeatedly against the fifth
wheel jaws. God damn idiot look out
he still doesn’t see me—right in the

middle of the road he sits at twenty
miles an hour.
Only fractions of a second left to
decide whether to cream the fucker or
go for a drive in the desert when his
dreaming eyes see Armageddon in his
rear-view mirror fifty feet behind him
and closing fast and he swerves for
the shoulder.
I pop it down three gears fast, slam
the hammer and ride the left shoul
der, hoping like hell the trailer’s
straightened out and doesn’t pop him
on the way past.
Then he’s in the mirrors, unharmed
and dwindling behind us. I let my
breath out, pick up another gear.
“ Whatinhell was that?” Owen in
quires from the sleeper.
“ Some gonzo in a pickup,” I reply.
“ No sweat. Go back to sleep.”
I hear him grunt. I pick up another
gear, light a smoke, put Lacy J. Dal
ton back on the tape deck.

R I V I N G ’S d iffere nt when you
do it fo r m oney. T h e r e ’s only
one real destination, and that’s home.
Each manifest has a specific address
in a particular city, but after a while
that city’s just another map, another
loading dock, another truck stop,
none of which is where it should be
when you look for it.

U
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in those days meant nearly an hour of
grinding along in second direct, but
they rolled and I went with them.
The diesel fumes entered my brain
and worked some subtle change, con
nected synapses so whenever I smell
hot transmission grease I salivate,
and I’ll turn away from a beautiful
lady in a bikini to watch some tired
old semi make a tight corner in heavy
traffic the way a pilot will stop every
thing to watch an airplane land.
By the time I was fourteen and old
enough, according to the Old Man, to
learn to drive, he had a rock quarry
instead of the trucking outfit, so I
learned on a tandem-axle dumptruck
with a five-speed transmission and
three-speed brownie. To shift from
fourth direct to third over you looped
your left arm through the wheel and
steered with your elbow while you
shifted with both hands.
That morning the Old Man put me
in the driver’s seat, climbed in on the
passenger side and glared at me over
the stump of a chewed cigar.
WO things,” he said,

T

The only reality is the road before
you and the truck that’s grown up
through the seats sometime in the last
several thousand miles and fused with
your coccyx so thoroughly that when
you hobble across the parking lot to
another truckstop for more tasteless
food and lousy coffee you feel disem
bodied, like your torso’s still seated
behind the wheel, patiently waiting
for your head and stomach to return
and get this show on the road.
Crawling from the sleeper after
four short hours of rest as we wind
through the Colorado Rockies: “ Nice
mountains. How’s the road?”
Owen favors the snowclad pano
rama with a quick glance out the side
window. “ Slicker’n dogshit,” he
says. So much for scenery.
Still yawning, I climb behind the
wheel. Owen rolls into the sleeper.
His snores harmonize with the gutteral hammer of the diesel and I wonder
how I ever ended up here.
It’s not my mother’s fault. She
wanted me to be a teacher, but the
idea of being trapped in an overheat
ed classroom with 36 junior high stu
dents never held much charm for me.
God knows my wife’s no fan of the
truckdriving life. The only thing
wrong with the energy crisis far as
she’s concerned is that we can still get
diesel.
I guess I should blame the Old
Man. He owned a little outlaw outfit
that hauled cement around the Inland
Empire. I was baptized in used DELO
30 before they got to me with water.
Most of his rigs were 68,000 gross
4-71 Jimmies. Pulling a loaded bulker
over the Fourth of July summit back
Illustration by Steve Sandstrom

holding up an index finger
and the middle finger that
stump above the first knuckle (the
rest of the finger’s in McNary dam,
lost while unloading an augur-driven
bulker at a batch plant in the middle
of the night when the drive chain
jumped off its gear and he tried to put
it back without stopping the engine
and snick, there it went down into the
hopper with the cement): “ First, get
it there and bring it back in one
piece.”
I nodded. It seemed logical.
“ Second: A truck driver who uses
the clutch is a plumber.”
I nodded again because he was the
Old Man and you didn’t argue with
him.
1 didn’t blow that transmission or
rear end, though God, Spicer and
Eaton deserve more credit than me,
and I’ve never torn one up since
(knock on wood and spit three times
to prevent a hex) so there must be
something to it.
How? Quite simple, really. A 350
Cummins should be operated be
tween 1600 and 2600 rpm, and you
should be in a gear that holds com
fortably against the grade at 20002100. Let’s say you’re in eighth and
not holding, so you let it drop to
1700, take the weight off the gears
and slide it into neutral. You know
you have 1000 rpm between gears and
you’ve lost speed to the equivalent of
1600 during this maneuver, so you
speed up the engine until the tach says
you’re turning 2600 and move the
gearshift into seventh. The gears are
turning at the same speed, so they
mesh without grinding. After you’ve
ground enough gears it’ll all make
sense, simple as the Tao Te Ching.
I drove that damn truck nearly five
years, four hours a day after school,
ten hours a day on weekends and all
summer.

down on the brakes and bounced the
pedal off the floorboard, I knew I
was in trouble. I was already going
too fast to grab third and the emer
gency brake lever was pure decora
tion. I jammed the heel of my hand
against the gearshift knob as hard as
I could and watched the S-curves in
the middle of the grade come closer.
I lost the battle with the gearshift
long before we reached the first turn.
We were rolling free in neutral and
going so fast it wouldn’t go into fifth
direct. I was too scared to turn loose
of the wheel long enough to try fifth
over, which probably wouldn’t have
helped anyway, so I just hung on,
muttered the trucker’s prayer (Dear
God please not today) and headed in
to those corners at seventy miles an
hour.
I’d been told: Don’t steer through a
corner. Pick a line and hold it. Either
the truck’ll do it or you’re a gone
goose. I bit my lower lip, picked a line
and tried not to scream. Rock flew
over the sideboards and we leaned. . . .
Then we were around the first one
and the bend to the left was coming
up—pick a line and hold o n ...
I could see daylight under the rear
in a and knew if we even grazed
ended
drivers
the narrow gravel shoulder it was all
over but the fifty-foot ride through
midair to the bottom.
I made it and zoomed past the turn
off to the loading ramp at a little over
eighty, let it roll itself out on the long
flat by the river, turned around and
drove back to the quarry.
“ What happened?” the Old Man
wanted to know.
“ Lost my brakes.”
He looked the truck over carefully.
Over half the load had been hurled
out onto the shoulders. He lit his
cigar.
“ You okay?”
“ Yep,” I said and that was it. I
drove into Colville in the pickup, got
a new brake line and a gallon of fluid
and was rolling down the hill again by
noon—in third over.

ran out of money in Aspen (which is a
lot like running out of gas in an air
plane) and drove a dogsled all one
winter.
Back to Seattle we went in the
spring. I still hadn’t caught on. I took
a job as a copywriter, home furnish
ings for a big retail chain, me and one
other guy in an office with 45 women.
1 got a divorce, dropped acid and got
canned for screwing a co-worker.
But there was a war on, so I went
and served my country as editor of an
underground newspaper in San Fran
cisco for a while, but Crazy Ed did all
the driving and couldn’t set type for
shit and that’s Another Story.
Back in Seattle I lived on boats
around Lake Union (several more
Another Stories), poked around and
hung out and met the lady who was to
become my second wife and drug her
off to eastern Washington.
IMES were hard then, children.
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the economy was surfeit with
young adults who’d survived the war
and no matter where you’d been or
what you’d been through it had all
been pretty horrendous and there was
little happening in anyone’s head but
a loud buzz like a faulty vacuum
tube.
We scammed a little money and
trekked around the country some
more, driving, always driving, a ’56
Plymouth station wagon this time,
with a huge plywood box that looked
like a double coffin strapped to the
roof, slopping around on broken
springs and bald tires.
Stayed in the Skykomish Valley a
year or so, drove a lot of wrecker and
a little logging truck. Driving a
wrecker’s depressing. T here’s too
much gore. I don’t talk about it un
less I start to get maudlin. Take me
for a walk, buy me some coffee,
change the subject.

As for logging trucks, the trouble
with them is, they’re mostly driven by
loggers. Forgive me, you poor mis
place souls who suffer from this
gross generalization, thinking that
truckers are truckers no matter what
they drive. You’re sadly mistaken.
Loggers own logging companies,
therefore logging trucks, and tend to
man them with ex-loggers—mostly
those who zigged when they should
have stayed in the crummy, got
T eighteen I shot out of the
creamed by a log and couldn’t get
around on the slopes anymore.
Colville valley like someone set
They’re amazing on some of the skid
my tailfeathers on fire. 1 was sick of
paths that pass for roads up there and
the inside of a truck cab. I was going
the only ones I know who can find a
to college goddamnit and make
use for the bottom gears on a fivesomething of myself. To this day I
and-four, but once they hit the pave
probably hold the record for number
ment their raw courage could stand
of miles driven by the editor of a col
tempering with a little healthy fear.
lege newspaper. The trip to the print
It got me started again anyway, a
ers was some sixty miles and I drove it
few jobs here and there, which is about
two or three times a week, ferrying
all 1 wanted because I’d finally fig
copy, type, and layout. Mostly I re
ured out how to write novels and was
member those wintry nights wallow
ing along a glazed highway with the
back seat of my ’49 Mercury full of
newspapers. I spent four years at it
HE RUN was a little under
and what I thought 1 made myself in
to was a journalist.
three miles down a steep twisting
Out in the real world I covered
grade to the loading ramp where thecouncil meetings and fires. The fires
rock was dumped in gondola cars and
were okay. But the council meetings
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I wasgoingtoofast
to grab third and
the emergency
brake lever was
When you hobble across the barking lot to another truckstop
for moretastelessfoodandlousycoffeeyoufeel disembodied, like
your torso’s still seated behind the wheel, patiently waiting for
your head and stomach to return and get this show onthe road.
back to the quarry, two or three trips
did me in. This was fifteen years ago
decoration... I lust
in Bremerton and Gordon Walgren
an hour. Perhaps due to my mangling
in the early stages of my career, the
was right under my nose, but Bern
hung on, muttered
transmission had a tendency to jump
stein and Woodward 1 was not and he
out of fourth, the ideal gear for roll
got away with it for years before Dixy
the truckdriver's
ing down the hill,-so the options were
set him up, poor bastard.
to go down in third over, which was
prayer and headed
My stint in Bremerton over, 1
too slow, or ride the brakes and hold
bought a ’46 Dodge milkwagon with
into those corners
it in gear all the way down.
8.25 x 16 duals, a diamond plate bed
Since we never crossed a scale, the
and a little flathead six that cranked
at seventy miles an
trucks were always overloaded by a
so tight at 45 mph I was glad it didn’t
good ton, so the morning I roared
have a tach, converted it to a camper
hour.
over the top in fourth direct, stomped
and herded it all over the west until I

T
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God knows my
wife’s no fan of the
truck driving lite.
The only thing
wrong with the
energy crisis asfar
as she’s concerned
is that we can still
get diesel.
hot on the trail of my first elusive
Last Chapter.
I finally got to it, and it was much
like the line someone always comes
up with when you’re unloading a 40foot van full of small cartons. As the
last carton goes onto the pallet, they
say, “ There’s the one we were look
ing for. Why didn’t you bring that
one in the first place?”
I knew I had it made. Maybe not
like Arthur Haley or Harold Rob
bins, but those monuments to crass
commercial success were beneath my
dignity. I preferred the modest ac
claim and comfortable income of a
Barth or a Gardner.
But the Lord spoke to me in a re
jection slip saying, Go and drive thee
a truck.
I was stubborn. 1 drove when 1 had
to, loaded, unloaded or fixed the
damn things when 1 couldn’t and
needed the money, and wrote six
more novels. With each came a pleth
ora of rejection slips.
So a couple of years ago I said to
hell with it and went and drove a
truck. I tell my stories to my co-drivers on sleeper runs and my greatest
work of fiction is my log book.

We scammed a
little money and
trekked around the
country,always driv
ing. a *56 Plymouth
station wagon this
time, with a huge
plywood box that
looked like a double
coffin strapped to
the roof.
NFORTUNATELY, long-haul

U

ABOUT DRUGS AND TRUCKING

I

’D LIKE to say a few words about drugs and trucking to those fellow

drivers who think it’s hip to mix them. 1 know a few who love to take a
bowlful of hash or down a quick slash of whiskey before a stint behind
the wheel; too damn many speed freaks who tell themselves they take it to
keep awake; and one or two burn-outs who even brag of driving on acid.
When you’re behind the wheel of a rig that outweighs most other vehi
cles by a factor of ten, you should be all there. Grass or booze (even a
beer) cuts down efficiency and speed causes you to lose patience and take
risks. Acid impairs the ability to think linearly for any extended period,
even after the final jitters have faded. I quit taking acid months before 1
finished my first novel, and would probably have never finished it if I
hadn’t. Ask Kesey if I’m right.
My stint on a wrecker taught me what an eighteen-wheeler can do to a
Honda Civic and a family of four. Anyone climbing into a truck cab with
any kind of buzz on should be sentenced to drive a wrecker on a mountain
pass'for a year or so. If that fails, they should become postmen. End of
sermon.

Call first 236-0270

Casual, intimate, and family dining in the comfort
of our bucket seats.
Enjoy fine steaks, seafood, omelettes and
sandwiches. Home-style cookin’ and lots of it at
pre-gas-shortage prices.
The Rolls Royce of Restaurants

10am-9pm Sat 10pm-6pm
3205 SE Milwaukie Ave.

This has got to be the classiest potata ever.

SE BOOKSTORES
Armchair Bookstore
We Buy Men's MagazinesComics-Paperbacks-Books-

Near Serendipity & Apache

drivers tend to be either single
or divorced, so for a little over the
past year I’ve been driving a honey
wagon. It’s local, you’re home every
night and after the first few weeks of
peering into a septic tank your nose
quits working altogether, though I
never quite got used to digging four
feet down through hard soil to find
the lid. Lately however, apparently
due to the recession, people have
stopped shitting and I’m laid off with
time to indulge my bad habit of spin
ning yarns on paper.
Sooner or later, though, the apple
growers in Wenatchee and the apple
brokers in New York will settle their
war, the phone will ring and I’ll climb
back into a truck cab to take a load
east. If I could come home every
night it’d beat the hell out of honey
wagons, but my wife’s upset at the
thought of it already.
So how’d I ever get to be a truck
driver?
I ended up driving for money so I
could afford to write for nothing. ■

SELF
DEFENSE
COURSE
Janesa Kruse,

Apache Books

Instructor

paperbacks
New & Used Comics
1509 SE Grand
235-4590

NEW CLASS
FORMING
Saturdays
lla m -1 2 :3 0

HOLLAND’S
BOOKS

3922 N. Williams Ave.
call 236-9064 or 287-4087
for reservations
or just come
to the first class

Used and Rare Books
Bought and Sold
Open Noon ’til 7:30
Mon-Sat
3522 SE Hawthorne Blvd
232-3596

United Front Bookstore
Independent Marxist Center
2701 SE Belmont 233-9270
Mon-Fri 2-8 Sat 11-5
"Don't mourn for me - organize." Joe Hill

SERENDIPITY
CORNER

QUALITY REPAIRS AT COMPETITIVE RATES

8 w e e k c la s s
b e g in s s o o n
A pril 4-M ay 23

$ 2 5 .0 0
scholarships
available
other classes available
upon request

SAFE STREETS
ALLIANCE
1401 S t. Division
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;Dirty
Duck
Pub
Live music Mon.-Sat.

Fare Offer j

5 606 S.W. Broadway

espresso cafe
1,1/it

9am-11pm
weekends ’til 12

Xl

Mon-Sat

W1NTECBODNE

223-2327

10-6

3520 ne 42

W l/ILlf

। Clip this coupon and bring ।
it to the Dirty Duck Pub
during the month of April 1
ITry any of our outstanding j
। burgers, sandwiches or
.
homemade soups at the
1 regular price.
“
I
I Then we’ll give you a
j
.coupon to use in May.
1 good for HALF- OFF
I
I one of our famous fare,
| a Big Quack Burger
.

' Limit One

[ J he caprice o f chef
and sea ^ith

NW 3rd and Glisan
west end of the
Steel Bridge

fresh flowers
and fin e vline

224-8466-<
Small cheer and great ivelcome make
a merry feast. - Shakespeare

Dinner from 5:30 Wed.-Sat.

208 nw couch, old town, portland

YESTERSHADES
Ed Curry Candies
VICTORIAN STYLE LAMPSHADES
Silks & Satins with Fringes & Beads
Custom Designing to Suit Your Tastes & Needs

Home of world fam ous “Cream Sticks"
Hand Dipped C hocolates
Dietetic Candies
A ggie Patterson, owner

238-5755

3534 S.E. Hawthorne
Portland, Oregon 97214

TAVERN

236-8131

4317 S.E. H awthorne B lvd.
P ortland, OR 97215

Mail & Phone O rders W elcom e

We Have Moved
to
1300 SW W ashington

Live music Tues.-Sat.
Extensive list of fine wines
Beer and sandwiches

G RAND OPENING SALE BEGINS
Saturday, M arch 21 224-3060

Open Monday through Saturday

SW 11th & Morrison
227-8219

Traditional and Contemporary

y les

•5*o3 6 + 9 '0 0 5 * 7
COUCH1NI RESTAURANT
&
DELICATESSEN

20

Cowk Game Heu
Samteick
Pumpkin Cake

M on. th ru Frt.
10 A M

CO 3 PM

9 4 0 S.E. Morrtson
3354 SE Hawthorne
Portland, Ore.
232-4982

mention this ad for a free drink

Phone orders
encouraged I
231-5646
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with Janet Duckworth
jammed freeway just to be able to live
in a safe fortress.
I say fortress because it is possible
to drive down many typical streets in
Huntington and see nothing but miles
and miles of sterile block-wall fences.
Then, suddenly, breaking the monot
ony of those boundaries, is a wall that
is different—it has swastikas spraypainted on it, names like China
White, the Crowd, Social Distortion,
True Sons of Liberty. Something is
out of kilter here. The perfect sub
urban dream has doubled back on it
self.
“ I have it in my hand,” says Offi
cer Richard Long of the Newport
Beach Police Department’s juvenile
division, “ a five-inch-long solid
stainless steel pipe. It’s been drilled
down the center, filled with lead and
capped at one end. And it’s got three
inch-long spikes down one side that
stick through your fingers when you
hold it in your fist. It’s used for
punching someone in the face.”

there. A n d he had gotten some black
beauties from a friend, and they went
to this other frien d ’s van, borrowed
from an older brother, who was a stu
pid hippie surfer. So they got to drink
some beer and snort some black beau
ties in the van, and after awhile Dave
fe lt good and ready to smash some
thing— he always fe lt real aggressive,
and it was cool to say everything was
fucked. Well, it w as... Huntington
f
' ..-x*.—
............
Beach sucked, his parents were stu
pid, he could ask them fo r anything
and they’d say “ sure,” they didn’t
care. Yeah, his mom got a little
freaked out when she saw his mo
8
J £
_
hawk, but he told her how that was
what Darby was doing, all the kids
were doing it, and she said, “ Well,
okay, i f it makes you happy. ” Dave
guessed his mom was all right, she
was gonna buy him that cool leather
%*
8$^ '
'
. v
'•.■tv- ¥ 5 "
jacket fo r Christmas. His father he
didn’t even know, seems like all his
...... K
, * • ••v.
father did was work and sleep, or
maybe watch football or something,
but sometimes it seemed as i f his fath
er wasn’t even there. But then Dave
A V E (an alias) wakes up. H e ’s
could care less about his stupid par
groggy, it’s already noon, and he
ents. He didn’t care about anything.
feels totally burned out. Then he He just wanted to do speed and drink
looks at his hand— there are a few
beer and get loaded and fu ck things
UNTINGTON Beach is a pre
small cuts on it. He scratches his scalp
up.
fab community. It was created
— it’s easy since his head is almost
’Course when it started in H.B. it
that way, as an escape from the evils completely bald except fo r the thin
was different. Dave first got into the
of the city. Basically, there was no
strip o f hair running down the center,
music by going to parties at Jimmy
Huntington Beach before the ’60s—
the part that he will grease to stand up
Trash’s house, where Jimmy’s band
the trees that were planted have yet to
when he goes out to a concert. He
the Crowd and the Fly boys would
grow to full height, and the paint and
looks at his boots lying next to the
play.
plaster have yet to chip on the tract
bed, the ones with the red and blue
homes.
bandanas tied around them and the
HE Crowd was the first “ punk”
The lure of Huntington Beach was
one or two chains he got from girl
that it was an economical way to
friend Tracy.
band in H untington. Jimmy
move into a nice, big house for a low
H e ’s trying to remember what he
Trash has always been a big, physical,
investment. There were plenty of
did last night. Oh yeah, he had gone
aggressive kind of kid, and he used to
business opportunities in neighboring
to this concert with Black Flag and
be a top-notch surfer, member of the
Irving, a huge MacDonnell-Douglas
the Circle Jerks. Black Flag— those
Edison High Surf Team. Tall, hand
aircraft industry was opening, and to
guys were from Redondo Beach, they
some, he personifies the California
many people it was worth hours of
were about the best band to go see be
surfer, but Jimmy and his brothers
comm uter driving on a traffic
cause he knew all his friends would be
have always wanted to be different

fromtheI
were

[hese kids!

more naive,
less hip to what thel
fashion was—
If two Hollywood punks]
would knock into each!
lother they’d laugh and
help each other up. If
two kids from!
Huntington! Beach!
did it, they’d often wind
up slugging the;
(crap out of each other !
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from the middle class norm. Right be
fore punk, on the tail end of the glit
ter period, Jimmy dyed his hair flam
ing red, shocking those groups of
jocks and kids whose idea of high
fashion was OPs. A few called him
fag, but Jimmy quickly informed
them that if they didn’t like it they
could fuck off.
At that point fun was the main ob
jective. Politics did not enter into it—
yes, the Pistols were singing about an
archy, and the English punk revolu
tion was born out of lower-class
youth’s despair at a life of enforced
labor at low wages. But how are you
going to relate to that in sunny Hun
tington? “ This is the coolest spot in
the world, m an,” as Jimmy put it.
“ There’s no problems down here, it’s
nothing like Hollywood.”
In fact, the original Huntington
punks, Jimmy and his 15 friends,
really had no idea what was going on
in Hollywood. While people at the
Masque were strictly copying English
fashion with black-leather spiked
wrist-bands and spiky haircuts in var
ious shades of crazy color, the kids in
H.B. were getting “ skinnys” (skin
head haircuts) and getting bright day
glo clothes out of thrift stores. The
point was to be as “ goofy and crazy”
as possible, though in a year this
would radically change.
T ’S the summer of ’78. As usual in

I

beach communities, it’s a big party
summer for the kids. Jimmy and his
friends are going to see how many of
their friends they can get into punk
rock. As for the parents, they don’t
care, they are just glad that their kids
are into something like music instead
of doing things like slashing car tires,
which Jimmy had done when he was a
little kid of 13 and allowed to hang
out with the seniors because he was
one of the better surfers.
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(Huntington Beach has no real cen
ter, no real city; the kids have no
where to go. There are the malls at
night, which are mostly deserted ex
cept for one or two stores that are
open late. Gangs of kids roam the
malls because there simply is nothing
else for them to do. There’s no main
drag in Huntington. H.B. is a place to
become isolated, alienated, dislocat
ed.) “ The parents in Huntington—it
was the beginning of the ‘look out for
number one’ movement. The parents
weren’t going to do a whole lot of
self-sacrificing for the kids beyond
buying baby food and diapers,” as
one skinhead explained. “ No person
al sacrifices—the kids get everything
they want except real attention or
concern. If you come home late at
night, it wasn’t ‘Where were you?’ It
was ‘Did you have fun?’ ”
Which was just fine with Jimmy
Trash and company. They began hav
ing big parties in their houses, taking
out the furniture and cramming 250
people in a room while the band
would play as fast and as loud as they
could. When Jimmy’s brother heard
one song he liked he would dive into
the middle of the floor and start
squirming and wiggle like an epileptic
on the floor. Thus was born the dance
called “ The W orm.” Jimmy can re
call the Crowd playing at a club
called the Woodsound and seeing
dozens of kids imitating his brother,
worming all over the floor.
At the same time as the Huntington
scene was beginning, pockets of teen
age resistance were building through
out Orange County, considered one
of the more politically conservative
areas in the country. Kids in Fuller
ton, Anaheim, Garden Grove were
listening to their first Sex Pistols rec
ords, and though they were unaware
of clubs like the Masque, they knew
that something new was happening,
something raw, vital, intense.

Illustration by Michael Curry

But whenever kids came back from
Hollywood they would report what
they saw, and other followers, quick
to pick up on the trend, would inter
pret it in their own way. Even in the
early punk days, the kids from the
suburbs were the ones most into
trashing. If you’re living in Holly
wood, and you’re basically a street
survivor, you’re not going to be
greatly interested in breaking a toilet.
If you’re from Irvine or Garden
Grove, live in a nice middle-class,
sterile home and you hear about peo
ple destroying things in the name of
punk rock, the immediate reaction is
that you can be as bad as them, go to
a Hollywood show and smash a win
dow or two.

swastika in a Parisian bistro. (Iron
ically, this year Siouxsi’s new record
is called Israel and features a Star of
David on the sleeve.)
For the kids in Huntington, twice
removed from any philosophical ram
ifications of punk, a swastika did
mean fascism. After all, they had
grown up around such groups as the
Surf Nazis as well as parents espous
ing the wisdom of the John Birch So
ciety. And so they found it easy to
play with antisemitic form. They
painted swastikas because they were
“ cool.” They talked about “ fucking
Jews” in part because, way before the
punk movement, they had heard their
parents make more than one antisem
itic crack.

Soon the Huntington punks had
become more interested in other
things than dayglo. They had seen
pictures of Sid Vicious wearing a
swastika and responded to the form,
if not the content. For the English
punks, wearing a swastika was part of
the spectrum of acts to shock and
horrify the staid conformist attitudes
of the middle class. It was not to im
ply anti-Semitism, even though a
founding punk like Siouxsie Sioux
got her face punched in for wearing a

It was not an actual racial hatred,
more a conditioned social bigotry.
But the harassment of Jewish families
became enough of a problem in Hun
tington Beach that mayor Ruth Bailey
began talking about it. And Police
Chief Robitaille echoed her concern:
“ There have been a number of re
ports of anti-Semitism and many ar
rests,” he said recently, though De
tective Fick, the punk expert of the
same department, said the anti-Semi
tism “ was blown out of proportion”

and that one of the women who com
plained was “ excitable.”
Still, the swastika is the symbol of
the most severe form of facism, and it
only took one kid—probably think
ing he was cool—with a can of spray
paint, putting swastikas on the out
side of the Pan-Andreas Theatre in
Hollywood when it was showing a
play called I t ’s Hard to Be a Jew to
produce the same gut-level reaction in
Hollywood that occurred in Hunting
ton Beach.
These same kids began frequenting
Hollywood shows and their bands be
gan getting more Hollywood gigs.
These kids from the suburbs were
more naive, less hip to what the fa
shion was—they did not conform to
the Hollywood punk social structure.
They had no qualms about smashing
into people on the dance floor or
jumping off the stage into a convul
sive worm dance. They were the new
generation, and whereas the Holly
wood punks were somewhat stylized,
more a parody, these kids were the
real thing. If two Hollywood punks
would knock into each other they’d
laugh and help each other up. If two
kids from H.B. did it, they’d often
wind up slugging the crap out of each
other. Where a Hollywood punk
would spray-paint a band’s name on
the bathroom wall, the kids from Re
dondo would pull the sink out of the
wall and throw it on the toilet. What
was once a pantomime had become a
reality.
T ’S a Tuesday night at the Star

I

wood in 1979. Inside the club, the
Adolescents from Fullerton are play
ing. Outside, a large group of people
are running en masse, then stopping,
forming a huddle, then widening into
a circle. Inside the circle is a longhair
lying face down. A few girl punks
walk on his back and head, jump up
and down on him. Someone turns
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him over. Blood is streaming down
his face, from his nose and mouth,
blood caked on his moustache.
Two Starwood bouncers push
through the crowd and help the hip
pie to his feet. Stunned, he staggers
towards a stranger’s car, any car, any
way to get out, but the car pulls off,
and the hippie starts running down
the street. A group of young skin
heads scream, “ Hey, let’s go get
him!” With demented looks of glee
they chase the longhair down the
street. Once the hippies had antagon
ized them—in Redondo, the long
hairs would beat up a punk on sight—
now this relic was on their turf and it
was their turn.
Everything is done in groups, in
packs. “ Oh those skinnies are not so
tough,” says Jimmy Trash. “ You get
one or two of them alone, you can
wail on them .” But you don’t find
them alone. Jimmy Trash thinks it
started happening with the kids going
to Hollywood and discovering what
they thought were the politics of
punk: the world is fucked. Immedi
ately, dayglo died down, and after the
summer of ’79 it was boots, bandanas
and chains.
Though half the kids thought to be
“ H.B.ers” were actually from the
Valley, the kids from Huntington
Beach quickly got a reputation as the
baddest punks around. Panicky sto
ries began appearing in the local pa
pers in H.B., reporting horror stories
about roving gangs of punk rockers
doing things like tying up a 13-yearold and forcing him to carve a swasti
ka on his arm. Or the recent story of a
chauffeur in Newport confronted by
several punks. They exchanged
words, the punks pulled out switch
blades, one of the punks grabbed the
chauffeur in a bear hug as another
stabbed him in the heart. He fell to
the ground, bleeding, screaming that
he was going to die. The punks
laughed, spit at him and poured beer
on his head.
“ It’s speed and alcohol,” says
Tony, lead singer for the Adoles
cents. Tony is 17, a skinny kid with
ears that stick out. He’s seen his
friends snort black beauties off the
tips of knives, get totally wired on
speed and go to school the next day
still frying on meth. A lot of kids are
shooting crystal meth now, and with
the emergence of the Hollywood her
oin scene it’s only a matter of time be
fore China White, the powerful syn
thetic heroin, and Persian appear in
the suburbs.
Tony is a typical suburban punk.
From Fullerton, he lives in a lowermiddle-class house with a divorced
mother and several brothers and sis
ters. Like most punks, he got into the
scene through listening to the Sex Pis
tols, and like most suburban punks,
he and his friends were ostracized at
school for being different. Also, like
the majority of punks you’ll talk to,
he doesn’t really like to fight, but
sometimes he has to—like the night at
the Starwood: this guy kept bugging
him, so Tony told him to fuck off,
and before he knew it POW, in the
face, so Tony tried to punch him back
but lost his balance.
All of a sudden, Tony was suffo
cating beneath the bottom of a pile of
boots, chains and leather jackets.
Suddenly, he felt a finger digging at
his face—someone was trying to dig
his eye out! A friend spotted him in
the mass and pulled him out, and
when the punks realized who they
were ganging up on, they apologized.,
“ Hey man, didn’t know it was you
...h e y , sorry.” Tony was badly
shaken up; after all, if he hadn’t been
in a band, he might have lost an eye.
“ Those guys don’t have respect for
anybody they don’t know,” he says.
Those guys are basically using
punk as an excuse. They might be ex
jocks, they might be ex-lowriders, but
as Jimmy Trash says, “ With punk,
wild youth can become wilder
youth.” If you look at the guest list
for a “ beach punks” show, it seems
like a list of villains from a Dick
Tracy cartoon: Mugger, X-Head, Po
tato Head—a natural enough exten
sion from Johnny Rotten and Sid Vi
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cious. Never mind that these kids are
three years too late. It’s their turn
now, and they mean to take it in full
measure.

“ Slut! Whore!” they scream at her.
A skinhead grabs her. She pushes him
away. The girls scream, “ Fuck her.
Fuck the whore!”

had been told that the Whiskey would
let in 400 people fo r each show. But
they only let in 200, leaving a mass o f
angry, ticket-holding kids outside.
Then the cops showed up; instead o f
handling the situation calmly, the
cops ripped up the tickets o f some o f
the kids in line. A bottle was thrown,
kids started pushing and shoving, and
a riot situation was created that did
not have to happen. To hell with the
bands, anyway, Dave thinks. I d o n ’t
need them.
he spirit of the initial punk scene

T

Because the images are meant to be
offensive, it’s hard to propose a “ rot
ten apple” theory for even surf punks
—but it’s valid. Awhile back, for ex
ample, a group of kids found the door
open to the art gallery that is next to
an East L.A. concert hall known as
Vex. They ran in, threw pictures off
the wall, jumped up and down on the
pictures, smeared paint on the walls,
broke office supplies. But meanwhile,
the guy who promotes Vex was on
stage asking other kids to be cool—
and with considerable success.
Such an incident creates a heavy
media reinforced stereotype of mon
ster punk-rock children. It takes only
five ex-jocks-turned-skinheads fight
ing in the middle of a crowd at a
Black Flag concert to make it appear
as if a full gang war is going on.
Greg, from Black Flag, remarked,
“ 1 saw a small note in the back pages
of the newspasper about this Mexican
dance where two people were
stabbed. And all it merits is a small
little section in the back of the paper.
If that happened at one of our gigs it
would be all over the front page.”

HEY said that $20,000 worth of

T

damages was caused at Vex.
That’s fucked .. .it was a nice club, I
don’t know why they had to wreck
it.” The kid talking is named Louie.
He’s 14. He plays bass in a band
called Mad Society with two other 14year-old friends from school, Aaron
and Mark, a 17-year-old girl named
Cathy, and the group’s lead singer,
Louie’s 11-year-old brother Steven.
Physically, they don’t look too much
different from the average punk, the
one who is accused of being violent,
destructive, anti-social. But they say
they just want to have fun, not de
stroy. Louie and Steven have their
mother’s “ consent.” An extremely
youthful-appearing manicurist, she
bought Steven his first 'microphone
and finds what the kids are doing to
be “ interesting.” She sometimes wor
ries when she hears the stories of
trashing, drug abuse and violence,
but she trusts her children and feels
that to restrict them would create the
same kind of anxiety that she felt at
the hands of her overly strict Euro
pean father. Steven and Louie repre
sent another side of the new genera
tion of punks—they are innately crea
tive and intelligent. Steven makes all
his own bracelets and necklaces,
which resemble original American In
dian artifacts—and he is only in the
fifth grade. He thinks drugs are stu
pid.

J

EAN is in the Starwood one

night. She is one of those girls
who thinks for herself, as Black Flag
would have it. She has very large
breasts and no qualms about display
ing them in one of those push-up bras
she got while working at Frederick’s
in Hollywood. She likes to display
herself and will often shock people by
flashing at them. She is an artist, and
this is a performance to her.
Walking through the Starwood
hallway that connects the bar and
showroom, a group of neuter-looking
girls with their hair shaped in various
spiky multi-colored designs become
extremely agitated at her presence.

was this: a band would form and
in three weeks be on stage, even if
they couldn’t play, like the Germs in
the early days, or even if they weren’t
able to sing at all, a complaint often
Though Jean had been in on the
leveled at Exene or Alice Bag in their
punk scene since its initial Masque
initial appearances. But in those days
days, her physical presence is an ob
it was totally exciting to see anyone
ject of scorn and hatred. “ Free love”
do something different. Fans would
is associated with hippies and all the
outdo themselves screaming for
garbage the girls’ parents once got ex
more, more: more intensity, more ex
cited over. The girls will tell you they
citement, more of a demonstration
think sex is stupid, gross; the idea of
that the old boring rock was dead and
people bumping their ugly organs in
the new life was beginning. Now half
the dark is repellent to them. They
the kids could care less, and the bands
don’t know that the founding punk
are more a way of passing time than a
heroes, the Sex Pistols, initially ap
way of life. The Pistols would sing
peared with nude girls on stage. Nu
“ No Feelings,” and the kids are be
dity is disgusting to them; they are ap
coming the reality that the original
palled by such things as No magazine,
Hollywood punks were a parody of.
which pften features pictures of un
It doesn’t sound like very much
dressed “ personalities.” These are
fun, you think to yourself. And
teenage girls who’ve avoided the
maybe it isn’t for a lot of the kids.
problems of impending sexuality by
They sense a right-wing repressive so
denying the issue altogether.
ciety in the near future. And though
Not that the boys would be above
the majority will tell you they don’t
making some girl in a group, but un
believe in trashing or fighting, there
like other rebellious movements of
are still the ex-jocks and lowriders
the past, like the beatniks or the hip
from the nice middle-class homes
pies, the new punks are one of the
who have no qualms about smashing
first anti-social groups that do not use
into an antique car in front of the
sex as a weapon against “ straight”
Hideaway. Their excuse: “ They
society. Straight society has already
should have known better than to
been through its “ sexual revolution”
park there, anyway. Their club
and sex is too commonplace a thing.
sucked, they were giving us a hard
The punks see gays parading on Santa
time getting in.”
Monica Boulevard by the Starwood,
Jimmy Trash is convinced the kids
porn shops in plain sight, black pros
will stop the violence because they
titutes lining Sunset Boulevard. And
want their scene to survive. Mad So
they don’t find sex all that interesting
ciety just wants fun, not destruction.
or thrilling. If you are gonna be antiBut that notion has yet to stop the
anti, totally negative, then sex, affili
kids once rejected in high school who
ated with love, is not the cool thing.
are now considered “ in” because
Love is dead. Everything is dead. Re
they’re punks. It hasn’t stopped the
member, there’s a band called the
ex-jocks, the ones who see little differ
Castration Squad.
ence between dancing and football
practice. It hasn’t stopped the hostile
children who, instead of wrecking
A VE doesn’t care about any
their indifferent parents’ TV sets, tear
thing. Why should he? What
anything they can find off the walls
good would it do him? He doesn’t of the rented clubs they go to.
want to grow up to be a worker at
The English press has often snidely
MacDonnell-Douglas. He doesn’t
alluded to punk in L.A. being a farce,
know what he wants, but he sure
not like the scene there that grew
knows what he doesn’t. He might
from a revolt against a life of lowerhave once fo u n d an outlet fo r his con
class drudgery. But facing a sterile,
fusion and hostility by skateboarding
anonymous life in suburbia is as de
and surfing, but now it’s punk, and
pressing to some kids as facing a life
it’s cool to shoot meth and bash some
of dull labor andjow wages is to the
heads together. The world’s screwed
English punks. This is their one
up, except he’s gonna mess it up first.
chance to swing out at a world they
H e’s not going to take things like
want no part of. And kids like Dave
what happened at the Whiskey. Black
are not about to miss the opportun
Flag, scheduled to do a concert there,
ity. ■
©1980, LA Weekly
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we buy used records

BRAVE NEW RADIO

“GOOD RADIO IS MORE THAN THE SUM OF
STORIES COVERED AND RECORDS PLAYED.”

BRAVE NEWS RADIO

A NEW PLACE
A SMALL PLACE
A QUIET PLACE

hph

that will soon

1 be your place
f featuring good food
i at great prices

* Pastries — Blueberry Muffins, Croissants, Mocha Rum Pie,
Almond Mocha Cheesecake, Elsation Pie
* Soup & Salad * Special of the Day * Sandwiches *
* Wine & Beer

Open Wed.-Thurs
11:00-7:00 pm
Fri.-Sat.
11:00-10:00 pm
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1667 S.E. Bybee
233-9253
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MEANWHILE
> A n d it's all like
,fun. You know, like
pushing somebody,'
' then you push back£
* punching somebody^
they p u n ch */y ou\.
[ back, and stu ff like*
that. It's not like^
A
bam bam bam

by E.B. Belew
photo by M. Hirsch
*And always the loud angry crowd
X '%
m Very angry and very loud
; Law is We, /✓* £, j
fS '
--'j
<And always the soft idiot softly Me.
J t " * * W .H. Auden .
September I, 1939 '
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E W wave or punk, they are
bopping like pogo sticks and
play-fighting close to stage. Angry
young men and women, they are
pushing, out-of-line, loud insults and
laughter and loud loud music from
every band. N ot much red or green
hair anymore, m ost is slicked and
preened, black as a crow's head or
a fluffier bleached-blonde spiking
from nape to forehead, a fe w women
in pageboys, a few men in duck
tails. They wear lots o f black leather,
neon colors in geometric patterns and
spray p a in te d 't-shirts, beatle boots,
and fifties' make-believe. Dancing
and bouncing they are hard to tell
apart in the darkness o f a club or
in the alleys outside, one belligerent
face after another, bouncing and
pushing in one over-populated over
radiated group, yelling back at the
bands; they will make you feel if
you fa ll under their dancing feet
you're gone. But if you isolate one
face from another, if you wait out
the changing equipment between sets,
someone will offer you a light fo r
your cigarette and talk about the
scene, all ages, anybody allowed.

,
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J U a v i d Corboy,a founder and cur
rent member o f Sado-Nation, played
fo r several years in a San Francisco
heavy m etal band before coming to
art school in Portland. He is a
founder o f the Alternative A rts A sso
ciation (AAA), the precursors o f new
wave culture.
Corboy: I played guitar alone, I
wrote my own songs, I didn’t play
with anybody. Then I saw a flyer
one time on a lamppost in downtown,
for the Dils or somebody like that.
And I went to see a show that the
Neoboys played at. I saw that and I
said all right. That was in late ’77 or
early ’78.
I used to go and sit in the corners,
you know, and watch it happen. I
wanted to find out just how real
things were, and I found it was a
really honest type of scene going on.
The problems were there, but it’s all
within the bands themselves, they had
a hard time keeping together and
things like that, which is pretty nor
mal. But there was also, I guess there
was sort of a collective like thing,

IINHUII
you know? They’d get together and
talk about what they should be doing,
and I liked that idea. I heard about it
after I got involved with John Shir
ley. We decided to form a band.
The name Sado-Nation I’d made up a
couple of months before that, and I
was saving it for something. I guess
we were going to do a show, just a
one night deal to see how it went
and we needed a name so I said well,
I got this name that I’d like to use
so we did it. David Propp was playing
bass, Mark Sten playing drums, and
they were just standing in, you know,
just to play. There were no ideas
about making a band. We did play
for two or three shows after that;
Mark Sten got out and I got another
drummer.
I wrote 95%, Shirley did a few
songs that he wrote the lyrics for.
The band went on. We were able to
write songs together. Like this one
song called “ Giant Insects.” A cou
ple of others, “ Johnny Paranoid,”
which we did record eventually and
put on the live l.p. And now I’m back
to writing everything again.
W
w
w

k l a r ^ $ t e n “ generally “involved”
in m ost o f the new wave goings on.
He was a drummer in the now
defunct Bop Zombies and was the
booker and can-do man at Clock
work Joe's. A board member o f
A A A , he is currently helping to pro
duce a 'collective ’ album o f the local
scene.
Stem ’77 was pretty much prehistory.
That’s because punk hadn’t taken
root in terms of actually generating
bands in Portland in 1977; basically
the first show was in March of ’78.
That was preceeded by sort of a
community meeting. That was really
the organizational meeting for the
Revenge era. It was a lot more free
back then, but there were a couple of
values, one of which was explicit and
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one of which was implicit. The ex
plicit value was all ages, because there
was no place for underage to play.
Now the implicit value was that
people should deal with the business
decisions and that sort of thing on a
common basis. That is, they should
get together and decide, rather than
working through outside promoters
or some people doing it, off on
their own.
The first show grew out of that
initial series of meetings. It wasn’t
me, it was John Shirley. All through
the second half of ’77 this was kind
of open-ended. You had people like
basically going punk. It finally
seemed to hit a point in January
where there was enough that he sort
of just sent out the word to every
body at that point. It took Shirley
to actually say OK, let’s have a
meeting. That was musicians or po
tential musicians or just people who
were interested. It was pretty open.
Like the Tubes were a band that was
involved at that pont and they’re not
punk. A number of sort of peripheral
underground art types were there ini
tially but sort of fell off when things
got focused. We staged the first show
in the place that’s now Clockwork
Joe’s. That was like a four or five
band show. It was under different
ownership at that point but that was
the hall we rented. That’s why it’s
odd to be back. I consider it the first
show because it was like the actual
new musicians and young musicians
fielding the bands at that point and it
was the first show that had more than
one band. . .
The ’78 period is like marked by
this meeting thing. We continued to
have meetings of whoever was around, and it was tough to hold
shows during this period. We’d go
into halls and that would be the end
of it, you know. One show and we’d
be out. Not because of damage but
just because of the atmosphere. The
time back then was much different,
it was real underground at that point.
We just couldn’t find places that

would have us back. We also booked
some major out-of-town bands, in
terms of underground new wave.
That would be the Creamers, the
Dils, things at the New Arts Center. .
This whole period culminated in the
New Arts Center which was a club
out on 43rd and Division, run by us
for one month, because we couldn’t
make the rent after that because attendence was so shitty. New Arts
was a real active period in a way.
It was interesting, the out-of-town
bands were like the Avengers, Crime,
the Weirdos, and the Offs, the
Screamers, the Zeros.
This was when punk really hit
bottom. All across the world. It was
like the month Sid Vicious stabbed
his girlfriend, which was like the
worst press punk ever got. I really
don’t think it’s true that any press
is good press because I think that had
a big effect on everybody’s desire to
go to shows—I mean, some curiosity
got lost at that point.

NEOBOYS ON
RECORD
J L h e Neoboys, one o f Portland's
oldest punk /new wave bands, started
as a group o f underagers who needed
to fin d a place where they could
play. They chose to be musicians,
then taught themselves the necessary
instruments and techniques. They
have always been all women. The
Neoboys are: K T & Kim Kincaid,
Pat Baum and Meg H.
KIM: Because you’re different, be
cause you’re a new sound, then peo
ple think you have to be either new
wave or punk, even if you don’t play
four-chord rock, which punk, sup
posedly, is supposed to be.
CSQ: Well why Portland then?
KT: For a lot of reasons. Because
of the AAA , and no money, and it’s
a good place to get things done.
Rent is cheap for a place to prac
tice and work on songs. But like in
the bigger cities—
Pat: It seems like it’s a lot cheaper
here and there’s a lot more resources
you can tap into. Whereas in other
cities, especially if you were to go
where you were new, it would take
a lot longer to get known.
KT: It’s a lot easier here too. Be
cause in other cities there’s a lot of
competition between the bands. Like
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the bands here work together, and in
bigger cities or other cities there’s a
lot of competition. I think that’s
something unique to Portland.
CSQ: You haven’t played anywhere
for quite awhile. Are you planning
on playing in public soon?
Kim: We’ve been working on all new
material, and we just want to work
with Meg [Neoboy’s new guitarist)
for awhile. And we don’t have
enough material. Well, I guess we do.
We just want to start all over again.
(laughter) We kind of got in a rut
last year.
CSQ: What’s your music about?
Kim: There are things we’re trying
to say, but it’s not like a particular
topic. It’s not like all our songs are
political, all our songs are personal,
something like that. It’s like just a
feeling or expression—what / feel, or
what KT or Pat or somebody feels. I
usually write the lyrics, but it’s just
hoping that maybe the audience can
understand that feeling, that they
could understand the situation I’m
singing about or experience or some
thing, or something you know, that’s
on my mind.
CSQ: When you’re practicing, who
do you think you’re audience is?
Kim: Well, when we first started
playing, KT just started playing bass
and I just first started singing, so it
was like the instruments were new.
It wasn’t like well yeah, I know how
to play rock-and-roll or I knew how
to play heavy metal or whatever. It
was just—everything was really new.
KT'. Then, learning to play, you can
experiment with the way you want it
to sound. You’ll do something—hey,
that sounds really good. We just like
Play.
CSQ: So how did you start per
forming?
KT: When we first started there
wasn’t such a thing as a scene or
groups really. There was this house
over in Northeast, a place that a lot
of people lived. It was just rented.
And everyone decided we had to do
something, something about getting a
club, a place to play, because bands
were all spread out—
Kim: We were playing in basements—
KT: And playing parties and things
like that so we just—John Shirley I
think—said, called a meeting of any
one that was interested in trying to
find a club. So a lot of people showed
up and then he heard from this guy
that used to live here [Clockwork
Joe’s] that it was a place, and that’s
where we first started doing a show,
here. Then it was just the same, you
know, everybody was running it but it
wasn’t in a form then.
CSQ: How did you feel about always
having to find new places to play?
How did the landlords react—
KT: It’s weird. But it was worse
before. Plus a lot of times we just
couldn’t make the rent, because the

TT TTT TTT
New wave is held
up by serious parti
cipants as m usic
toward a better soci
ety, or perhaps a
true expression o f
co m m o n e x p e r i
ences, much like the
rock-and-roll o f five
or twenty years ago.

scene was so underexposed. New
wav$ or punk or whatever.. . That’s
what happened at the New Arts
Center. We were only open a month
because we couldn’t make the rent,
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it was $500. That club was over in
Southeast.
Kim: But it seems like then it was
like nobody knew punk rock or any
thing or new wave but now it’s like
people, well, the only problem we’re
having here is like with the bars and
stuff.
CSQ: What about the punk image,
now that it’s more fashionable to be
punk, has that changed things—
Kim: You know, it just seems like
punk rock or new wave has just got
a bad reputation, that it’s been ex
ploited—
KT: It either has a bad reputation
or it’s chic. The people with orange
hair walking down the streets, they
never show, they’re never at the
shows.
CSQ: What about the violence, some
times it’s pretty rough at some of the
shows. Is that the regulars?
KT: There really hasn’t been that
much violence.
Kim: And it’s all like fun. You know,
like pushing somebody, they push
you back, punching somebody, they
punch you back, and stuff like that.
It’s not like bam bam bam bam
gesturing slam slam slam slam. May
be it is in bigger cities but it’s never
been a real problem here. There was
one incident where we played, uh,
we held a show out at Linnton Com
munity Center and there were like
high school jocks, kids that came in
with like 2x4’s beating up punks and
stuff. And that was only one incident.
KT: That was weird because it was
Kids—
Kim: Yeah, kids your own age.
KT: Not like the police or anybody
like that, it’s just these kids who have
this image of what punk rock is.
They’re going to destroy it because
they don’t like it.
CSQ: What about sort of fascistic
tendencies; there were a bunch of
swastikas painted in the alley outside
of Urban Noize when I was over
there last weekend.
Kim: That’s creep y...an d stupid.
I mean, I don’t understand that end
of it at all. I think that a lot of
kids that are getting into it now,
that’s what they think it is, like
swastikas and all that bullshit. They
think that’s cool, that’s what you’re
supposed to do—wear swastikas and
stuff like that.
Kim: I don’t know if kids think
that or think this is really shocking—
I’ll shock a businessman by painting
a swastika on my forehead [laughter].
And that’s what you have to do to be
a punk. I don’t understand that end
of it, why they have to do that.
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| M IS PUNK
f "
DEAD?

J rban Noize, currently at 2637
NE Union, is the successor o f many
attem pts to establish an underage
club fo r new wave music. Ronnie
Noize and Fred Seegmuller stage
the shows wherever their club finds
itself.
Ronnie: A lot of the people, in my
opinion, who’ve been involved in the
scene for a long time are social mis
fits. I think punk is dead. I don’t
know many punks, at least I hope I
don’t. New Wave, though, encom
passes ail new music: rockabilly, pop,
reggae, country, all sorts of things.
Punk is the old hardcore ethic, of
what’s it called—nihilism? I can nev
er pronounce that word. Fred Seeg
muller join s us after spending a half
hour painting over the graffiti swas
tikas pu t on the side o f Urban Noize
during last weekend's s h o w .. . Most
of those [swastikas] were painted
later by a couple of real punks. There
was a thing painted first that was a
swastika equals a peace sign equals
the anarchy sign. Now the person
who wrote that was Dave Javalosa
(sic) of Los 'Microwaves. And the
reason he wrote that was because he
jokingly said he had a vision; he
kind of realized that the swastika
used to be the Youth for Hitler sign,
and the peace sign was the hippie
sign, and now the anarchy sign is

today’s new wave youth symbol. He
says to him all it means is a smile
face, it’s just a stupid symbol to write
on the wall.
CSQ: So what do you think about the
whole anarchy associations with punk
or new wave, is that what you think,
that it’s just a smiley face?
Ronnie: When I first saw that sign
it meant anarchy to me, I went to

In the beginning,
what happened in
’77 and stuff, it was
a p o litic a l m ove
ment, but so many
people have come in
to the scene since
then, and they don ’t
understand what the
roots are.
a political rally in Europe and it
turned into a riot. And I came over
here again, but I could never figure
out why somebody would want anar
chy. I think a lot of people put it
up because they think it’s the sign of
a punk.
Fred: In the beginning, what hap
pened in ’77 and stuff, it was a
political movement, but so many peo
ple have come into the scene since
then, and they don’t understand what
the roots are.

J A A THE LOUD
I f f
CROWD
B r is like the hippies: the co-ops
^ a n d people creating names and
homemade fashions (or plastic repro
ductions), being young or radical and

believing in music and wanting to
belong. But unlike the hippies, this
is not the movement o f the times.
High school students are m ore likely
to imitate Peter Frampton than any
new wave figure. Being punk has the
same aspects o f illegality, anti-social
sneering and guerrilla theater that
'60s and '70s counterculture often
featured; new wave is held up by
serious participants as music toward a
better society or perhaps a true ex
pression o f common experiences,
much like the rock-and-roll o f five
or twenty years ago. New wave can
be seen as similar to the '60s and '70s
before all fashions and ideas and slo
gans and sym bols were made into
commercialized cool.
The attem pt to make business de
cisions reflect a collective desire and
intent is admirable. The results to
date are fragmentary, and here in
Portland are many times marred by
personal conflicts between partici
pants. These conflicts arise, however,
because the music and ideas o f new
wave, the “scene, ” is trying to make
connections between art and politics
and fun. Support your local musi
cians.
■

Learning to play,
you can experiment
with the way you
want it to sound.
You 7Z do so m e
t h in g — h e y , th a t
sounds really good.
Special thanks to the following fo r
interviews: David Corboy o f SadoNation; M ark Sten; the board and
members o f the Alternative A rts A s
sociation; K T Kincaid, Kim Kincaid,
P at Baum, and Meg H. o f the Neo
boys; and Ronnie Noize and Fred
Seegmuller o f Urban Noize.

HIHHHHHHH
ina Records
W E BUY I !
Rock, Blues, Jazz,
Classical — Collections
Unusual & Hard to Find
Imports — 45's & 78's
Posters & Rock Memorabilia

2 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily
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•thAmhiersaiy
'Sale!

Up to 40% off on

selected items - most
all items discounted.

Something?
• 30'S & W s vintage deco

Idea

co le cta b le s-

• KITCHENWARE * A R T POTTERY
• PERIOD CLOTHING ' PRINTS

-(or your

• DRAPERIES’ ‘EVERYTHING YOU
EVER NEEDED BUT NEVER KNEW

SPWaiME
SIWICE-IIPI
Monday-

11am- 7 pm
Closed
Tuesday
Wed. - Fri. 11am- 7 pm
Saturday
1 2 - 7 pm

376527.916-223-0767

Sunday

M W F 10:30-9:30
T Th Sat 10:30-6:00
Sun 12-5

BOOKSHOP
220 NW Davis Street

228-2747
On Fountain Court

Portland, Oregon

■1pm-6pm

o s much fun os you con hove in public
Sundays
Mondays
Wed-Sat
26-28
Sundays
Apr.
(except April 26)
Mondays

Mar.

1-4
7th
8-11
14th
15th
16-18
21
22-25
26th
28th
29th
30-2
May
7-9
13-16
20-23
28-30
June
4-6
10-13
17-20
24-27

Wed-Sat
Tuesday
Wed-Sat
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thurs-Sat
Tuesday
Wed-Sat
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thurs.-Sat
Sundays
Mondays
Thurs-Sat
Wed-Sat
Wed-Sat
Thurs-Sat
Sundays
Mondays
Thurs-Sat
Wed-Sat
Wed-Sat
Wed-Sat

MONDAY-FRIDAY

Slowtrain
Paul DeLay Band
Paul DeLay
Slowtrain

March
April

Paul DeLay

The Odds
Liquid Blues Band
The Pete Karnes Band
The Cowboys &
& KKSN Demo Derby
The Details
Trigger's Revenge
Tangier
Sleazy Pieces
Carl Smith Band
The Stats
Shaky Louie
Gregg Tripp & The Hotz
Slowtrain
Paul DeLay
Johnny & The Distractions
The Pete Karnes Band
TBA* Rock n Roll
Slowtrain
Slowtrain
Paul DeLay
The Odds (Rose Festival
Week)
Sleazy Pieces
W heatfield
The Pete Karnes Band

4-6 pm Happy Hour

2 fo r 1 on all refreshments
and free pool
SACKS FRONT AVENUE, SW FRONT AND YAMHILL

May

19-21
26-28
29
Sundays
Tuesdays
1
2
3-4
6
8
9-11
13
15
16-18
20
22-25
27
29
30-May2
6-9
20-23
28-30

Slowtrain
The Odds w/Modern Problems
John Fahey w/Metropolitan Jug Band
Tangier
Smoke-$1 cover $1 pitchers
Lon Guitarsky
Shaky Louie
Johnny & The Distractions
Time & a Half
KKSN Birthday Party with
Sleazy Pieces, Sludge Bros. &
Gary Ewing’s Light Show
Wheatfield
Modern Problems
Sleazy Pieces
The Odds
Time & a Half
Legend
Time & a Half
The Stats
Rising Tide
Sleazy Pieces
Pete Karnes
The Odds

Tuesday Nights Dollar Nights
$1 Cover $1 Pitchers
Happy hour 3-7 daily
phone 227-4573
I.D. required
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If you’re really in love...
nothing’s going to stand in your way.

BEST PICTURE'

"One of the best
films of the year."

1980 Venice Film Festival
Golden Lion A w ard - . * .

GENA
ROWLANDS
is

— Andrew Sarris,
VILLAGE VOICE

G E O R G E LU CA S and F R A N C IS F O R D C O P P O L A

present
A FILM BY AKIRA KUROSAWA

"One of the most
enjoyable movies
of the year."
— Pat Collins,
GOOD MORNING AMERICA

( oAS iniu r Best Film
1^80 Cannes Film Rsliml

Winner Best Film
Toronto Film Festival
— Newsday

|PGi

The RankOrganization Presents
A NICOLAS ROEG FILM

BAD TIMING/
A SENSUAL
OBSESSION
A Recorded Picture Company Presentation
A Sondra Gilm an/Louis Westergaard
Presentation A WORLD NORTHAL FILM

****&%&

PRIVATE
BENJAMIN

week

THE^SHADOW WARRIOR

March 25-31
Gloria
Taxi Driver

YOUR CLINTON STREET SCHEDULE
9:00
7:00

April 1-7
Bye Bye Brazil
Black Orpheus

(The nature of the business sometimes necessitates changes in the schedule,
so please check the daily paper or give us a call before coming.)

April 29-May 5

April 15-21
8:25
6:45 & 10:15

Kagemusha

6:45 & 9:30

April 22-28

April 8-14
The Competition
8:15
Intermezzo
7:00 & 10:30
(Ingred Bergman & Leslie Howard)

Private Benjamin
Shampoo

Two films by Nicholas Roeg
Bad Timing/
A Sensual Obsession
9:00
Performance with Mick Jagger 7:00

9:00
7:00

May 6-12
Melvin and Howard

7:00 & 9:15

Only $ 1 .5 0

FUTURE ATTRACTIONS
Elephant Man
Stunt Man
Great Santini
Altered States
Tess
Coal Miners Daughter
Raging Bull

y o u CAN’T ROCK
AROUND THE CLOCK!
Lord knows, a person needs time to sleep, to eat, to revitalize! And there’s really no better way to relax
than to curl up with your favorite quarterly publication, followed by a dozen or so good burgers
and a movie at the local theater. What publication are we talking about? The CSQ, of course!
Which theater are we referring to? Why, the Clinton Street Theater, you good guesser! And the
burgers? Who knows?
Are you following us?
Frankly, no. But I think I know what you're going to say next. You’re going to tell me that if I
subscribe to the Clinton St. Quarterly for one year (four issues) and allow them to be delivered
right to my door I will also receive, absolutely free, five passes to the Clinton St. Theater. Am I
right?

Yes, you’re right!
OK. Here’s my money (only $5 for the whole deal) and other vitals. I can’t rock around the
clock forever!
Name __________________________________________________________________________________
Address---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2--------C ity

Illustration by Steve Blackburn

_______________________________________________
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